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Abstract The future proton-proton collider (FCC-hh) will deliver collisions at a center of mass
energy up to
√
s = 100 TeV at an unprecedented instantaneous luminosity of L = 3 1035 cm−2s−1,
resulting in extremely challenging radiation and luminosity conditions. By delivering an integrated
luminosity of few tens of ab−1, the FCC-hh will provide an unrivalled discovery potential for new
physics. Requiring high sensitivity for resonant searches at masses up to tens of TeV imposes
strong constraints on the design of the calorimeters. Resonant searches in final states containing
jets, taus and electrons require both excellent energy resolution at multi-TeV energies as well as
outstanding ability to resolve highly collimated decay products resulting from extreme boosts. In
addition, the FCC-hh provides the unique opportunity to precisely measure the Higgs self-coupling
in the di-photon and b-jets channel. Excellent photon and jet energy resolution at low energies as
well as excellent angular resolution for pion background rejection are required in this challenging
environment. This report describes the calorimeter studies for a multi-purpose detector at the FCC-
hh. The calorimeter active components consist of Liquid Argon (LAr), scintillating plastic tiles
(Tile) and Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) technologies. The technological choices, design
considerations and achieved performances in full Geant4 simulations are discussed and presented.
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The simulation studies are focused on the evaluation of the concepts. Standalone studies under
laboratory conditions as well as first tests in realistic FCC-hh environment, including radiation
hardness and pileup rejection capabilities, by making use of fast signals and high granularity have
been performed. This report also includes the technical description of calorimeter components and
possible R&D directions to be undertaken. These studies have been performed within the context
of the preparation of the FCC conceptual design reports (CDRs).
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1 Introduction
1.1 The FCC-hh Detector
The Future Circular Collider (FCC) is the ambitious project of an accelerator complex in
the CERN area for the after LHC era. An electron-positron collider (FCC-ee) is considered
as a possible first step to measure precisely the Higgs properties. The main drive on the
complex tunnel and infrastructure is set by a 100TeV hadron circular collider (FCC-hh).
Such center of mass energy can be achieved by means of a 100 km tunnel and 16T bending
dipole magnets. The FCC-hh will deliver a peak luminosity of L = 3 1035 cm−2s−1 in its
ultimate phase. This will result in O(20) ab−1 of integrated luminosity per experiment. Such
high luminosity defines stringent requirements on the radiation hardness of the detector, in
particular in the forward region at small angular distances from the beampipe.
The FCC-hh machine allows for a direct exploration of massive particles up to 40TeV [1],
improving by approximately one order of magnitude the LHC sensitivity for discovering heavy
resonant states. In addition, during its lifetime the FCC-hh is expected to produce trillions
of top quarks and tens of billions of Higgs bosons allowing for a rich standard model precision
program [2]. Most importantly, a 100TeV machine will be the only machine allowing for a
percent level measurement of the Higgs self-coupling [2]. It is therefore essential to design
detectors that provide excellent energy resolution in a wide range of energy.
An experimental apparatus that operates within the FCC-hh must therefore operate
optimally on two main fronts. Physics at the EW scale, in particular the Higgs, will produce
objects in the detector with momenta in the range pT = 20 − 100GeV. The LHC detectors
were built to produce an optimal response in such an energy range. In addition, a new regime,
at the energy frontier, will be characterised by the energy scale of decay products originating
from high mass resonances (potentially as high as mX = 50TeV). An FCC-hh detector must
therefore be capable to reconstruct leptons, jets, and potentially t and H, W/Z bosons with
momenta as large as pT = 20TeV. Thus the detector must provide accurate measurements
not only in the high energy limit but also in the low energy regime.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the FCC-hh reference detector. This detector concept does
not represent the final design, but rather respresents a concrete example that suits the per-
formance and physics requirements and allows to identify areas where dedicated further R&D
efforts are needed. The detector has a diameter of 20m and a length of 50m, comparable
to the dimensions of the ATLAS detector but much more heavy. The central detector with
coverage of |η| < 2.5 houses the tracking, electromagnetic calorimetry and hadron calori-
metry inside a 4T solenoid with a free bore diameter of 10m. In order to reach the required
performance for 2.5 < |η| < 6, the forward parts of the detector are displaced by 10m from
the interaction point along the beam axis. Two forward magnet coils with an inner bore of
5m provide the required bending power. These forward magnets are also solenoids with a
4T field, providing a total solenoid volume of 32m length for high precision momentum spec-
troscopy up to rapidity values of |η| ≈ 4 and tracking up to |η| ≈ 6. The reference detector
does not assume any shielding of the magnetic field. The tracker cavity has a radius of 1.7m
with the outermost layer at around 1.6m from the beam in the central and the forward re-
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gions, providing the full spectrometer arm up to |η| = 3. The Electromagnetic CALorimeter
(ECAL) has a thickness of around 30 radiation lengths (X0) and provides together with the
Hadron CALorimeter (HCAL) an overall calorimeter thickness of more than 10.5 nuclear
interaction lengths (λ), to ensure 98% containment of high energy hadron showers and to
limit punch-through to the muon system. The ECAL is based on Liquid Argon (LAr) due
to its intrinsic radiation hardness. The barrel HCAL is a scintillating tile calorimeter with
steel and Pb absorbers, that uses wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres and Silicon Photomulti-
pliers (SiPMs) for the readout. It is divided into a central barrel and two extended barrels.
The HCALs for the endcap and forward regions are also based on LAr. The requirement
of calorimetry acceptance up to |η| ≈ 6 translates into an inner active radius of only 8 cm
at a z-distance of 16.6m from the IP. The transverse and longitudinal segmentation of both
the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters is ∼ 4 times finer than the present ATLAS
calorimeters.
Figure 1: The layout of the FCC-hh reference detector [3].
1.2 Calorimetry at the FCC-hh
Calorimeters will play a crucial role to exploit the full physics potential of the FCC-hh. Pro-
ton collisions at unprecedented centre-of-mass energies will produce particles with energies
up to the multi-TeV range. Due to the statistical nature of the energy measurement in calor-
imeters, the energy resolution improves with energy, which makes them the ideal candidates
for the measurement of particles with energies in the multi-TeV range. In addition, calorimet-
ers produce fast signals and can be read out at bunch-crossing frequency which makes them
an ideal choice for a hardware trigger. In future collider experiments, the final 4-momentum
measurement can be obtained by combining several sub-detectors. In particular, the tracker
and the calorimeter measurements can be combined by using the particle flow technique [4],
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that is already in use at the LHC experiments. This technique requires highly granular
calorimeters such as the HGCAL, planned for the CMS upgrade [5] or CALICE calorimet-
ers [6] for future linear collider experiments. Furthermore, calorimeters are the basis for the
missing ET measurement and play an important role on particle identification, background
and pile-up rejection. The ability to resolve collimated decay products from highly boosted
objects sets constraints on the position resolution pointing resolution, which will also help to
identify the primary vertex for neutral particles such as photons. Last but not least, a time
measurement with a resolution at the level of 30 ps could be used to reject energy deposits
from particles of many other collision vertices at the same bunch crossing (in-time pile-up).
All these properties call for a high resolution, and finely granular calorimeter systems with
adequate time-measurement capabilities whereas the harsh radiation environment limits the
choice of available technologies.
The reference calorimeter system for the FCC-hh detector is composed of sampling calori-
meters using liquid argon and scintillating tiles as active media. Liquid argon as an intrinsic-
ally radiation hard noble liquid is suitable for the FCC-hh radiation environment. The design
of the scintillating tile calorimeter for the central hadronic calorimeter, allows for a very fine
transverse segmentation and a good intrinsic energy resolution. A novel design of highly
segmented liquid argon and tile calorimeters will be presented. Additionally, an alternative
option with a digital electromagnetic calorimeter will be discussed.
1.3 Calorimeter Requirements
1.3.1 Benchmark Physics Channels and General Requirement Considerations
Calorimeters for the next generation of high energy machines like FCC, will have to operate
efficiently in a very broad energy range. Final states produced at a given characteristic
energy scale Q, will be produced on average at higher rapidities at
√
s = 100 TeV compared
to
√
s = 14 TeV. As an illustration Fig. 2 (a) shows the highest lepton pseudo-rapidity ηmax,
for a gluon-gluon fusion produced Higgs decaying into four leptons for both 13 and 100TeV
p-p collisions. To reach 90% fiducial acceptance in this channel, a detector coverage of |η| <
3.8(4.8) is needed for 13(100)TeV respectively. Fig. 2 (b), shows the maximum jet pseudo-
rapidity |ηmaxj |, for a Vector-Boson-Fusion (VBF) produced Higgs. To reach 90% fiducial
acceptance for the forward jets, the pseudo-rapidity acceptance will need to be extended
from |η| = 4.5 to |η| = 6 . This increase has strong consequences on the detector design,
as the very shallow polar angle of 0.28 ◦ for |η| = 6 implies to have the calorimeters very
far out of the interaction region and/or very close to the beam pipe. As an example, if the
forward calorimetry is located at 16.5m in z, the calorimeter system must have an inner
radius of 8.2 cm in order to comply with the |η| = 6 acceptance requirement. Needless to
say, in the calorimeter endcaps the radiation levels will be extremely high, e.g. the 1 MeV
neutron equivalent fluence will be ≈ 2 1016cm−2 implying that radiation hardness will be a
key requirement for such sub-detectors.
FCC-hh is possibly the only machine that can allow for a few percent level precision
on the Higgs self coupling [7]. Since this process is very rare even at 100TeV, the full
integrated luminosity and an excellent calorimetry will be needed to achieve the few percent
8
accuracy. One of the most promising channels for double Higgs production is HH→ bbγγ
- which heavily relies on the precise measurement of the photon energy and position with
electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter - and the two b-quarks. Figure 3 (a) shows the precision at
which the Higgs self coupling can be measured for Higgs mass resolutions of 1.3 and 2.9GeV
respectively. At the one sigma level, the error on the self coupling increases from 5 to 6%,
thus having an excellent di-photon mass resolution is absolutely essential.
For new high mass particles that would eventually decay to high energetic objects in
the central part of detector the requirements are different. The energy resolution of the
calorimeter can be parameterised according to
σE
E
≈ a√
E
⊕ b
E
⊕ c (1)
where a is the stochastic term1 due to shower fluctuations and sampling, b is called
the noise term due to electronic noise and pile-up and c stands for the constant term due
to various effects including shower leakage, construction non-uniformities and cell to cell
calibration variations and is the dominant term for highly energetic objects.
It has been shown already [8] that with a total interaction length of about 11λ, hadronic
showers are sufficiently contained to reach the desired 3% constant term. As seen in Fig. 3 (b),
if the mass resolution degrades, the discovery reach of a narrow resonance decaying to jets is
strongly reduced, thus keeping the constant term at the 3% level is important. Additionally,
the calorimeter response has to be linear at the per-cent level over many orders of magnitude
to extrapolate the absolute energy calibration with known resonances (e.g. Z or Higgs boson
decays) to the multi-TeV range. This is important to limit systematic uncertainties on
measured masses of high-mass resonances. In addition to good energy resolution and linearity,
high granularity is relevant for efficiently reconstructing the high energetic unstable particles.
For instance, decay products from a high pT particle which decays are collimated, with a
typical angular distance ∆R ≈ 2m
pT
. Thus, in order to have the ability to disentangle the
sub-structure inside such boosted objects, the granularity of the calorimeters (both, lateral
and longitudinal) should be increased significantly with respect to the LHC experiments.
The high pile-up environment finally necessitates robust pile-up rejection. While the
tracker will be the key instrument to assign particles to the correct primary vertex and hence
allow to reject tracks from pile-up vertices, the ability to connect tracks to the correct primary
vertex without using any timing information decreases heavily for rapidity of |η| ≥ 3. It will
therefore be essential to integrate a time measurement into the tracker and also into the
calorimeters. Experience from simulations at the HL-LHC show that a time resolution of
O(30 ps) can reduce pile-up effectively by a factor 6 (assuming a time distribution of primary
vertices of 180 ns) [9].
In summary, key ingredients to be taken into account for the design of the calorimeter
system are:
• excellent resolution and linearity of the response at the per-cent level from few GeVs
up to multi-TeV particles
1The stochastic term is also called sampling term in sampling calorimeters.
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• acceptance up to |η| ≤ 6
• time measurement of showers of O(30 ps).
• high longitudinal and lateral segmentation
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Figure 2: highest lepton pseudo-rapidity for gluon-gluon fusion Higgs decaying to 4 leptons
(a) and maximum jet pseudo-rapidity for vector-boson fusion Higgs (b)
1.3.2 Requirements for Electromagnetic Calorimetry
Energy resolution over the energy range 10-500GeV: An excellent energy resolution
is necessary to achieve a mass resolution close to 1% for H → γγ and H → 4e decays. This
can be achieved only if the stochastic term of the electromagnetic energy resolution stays at
a level of ∼ 10 %√GeV/√E and the noise term is kept under control. The constant term
should be smaller than 1% in order to have a better mass resolution than the intrinsic width
of heavy Z ′ that occur in many models. The goal for the energy resolution in the region
|η| ≤ 4 is
σE
E
=
10 %
√
GeV√
E
⊕ 0.3 GeV
E
⊕ 0.7 % , (2)
neglecting the effect of pile-up. The expected average number of pile-up interactions 〈µ〉 =
200 and 〈µ〉 = 1000 for the FCC-hh baseline and ultimate scenario, respectively, will lead
to energy deposits from pile-up collisions on top of the hard scatter of interest. Due to the
bipolar read-out of the calorimeters, in long bunch trains these energy deposits will cancel
on average, however, due to fluctuations of the exact number of collisions in each bunch
10
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Figure 3: Precision on the Higgs self coupling measurement in the bbγγ channel (a), di-jet
mass reach in the case of a narrow resonance (b).
crossing and the statistical nature of their energy deposits this pile-up will lead to additional
noise in the calorimeter, referred to as pile-up noise in the following. Without any pile-up
rejection procedure, the noise term could increase at 〈µ〉 = 200 and depending on the size of
the cluster, by a factor 2 to 6. It is therefore obvious that the tracker and timing information
will be needed to reduce the impact of pile-up. An expected azimuthal non-uniformity due
to the detector geometry will contribute to a global constant term not larger than ∼ 0.7 %.
Rapidity coverage: As previously mentioned, the very large increase in the centre-of-mass
energy with respect to LHC leads to decay products at higher rapidity, thus an acceptance of
up to |η| = 6 is needed. High acceptance will be beneficial for both, detecting rare processes
like double Higgs production, but also for tagging vector boson fusion or scattering induced
processes as well as single Higgs production where forward jets and event tagging capabilities
are needed. At pseudorapidity 4 < |η| < 6, the EM calorimeter will mainly be needed for
jet reconstruction and forward jet tagging, missing transverse energy (ET,miss) measurement,
and pile-up rejection.
Dynamic range: The dynamic range for each read-out cell is defined by the range between
the lowest and the highest energy that the calorimeter should be able to measure. The lower
limit is typically set to a value close to the electronics noise per cell (see Sec. 3.2.1), since
such a choice allows to measure the noise and its auto-correlation by the calorimeter read-
out. On top of that, the possibility of measuring the energy deposits of minimum ionising
particles (MIPs) per cell or at least per longitudinal layer will be very beneficial for the layer
calibration. The upper limit should be set close to the expected energy deposit per cell of
electrons or photons from heavy resonances such as Z ′, W ′, or Gravitons with masses up to
50TeV. Taking into account these considerations a dynamic range of ∼ 2MeV to ∼ 100GeV
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(∼ 16 bits) per cell will be necessary, depending on the exact cell position. Detailed simulation
studies are required to understand the maximum energy deposit in one read-out cell or per
layer.
High segmentation and granularity: High granularity in the calorimeters will be ne-
cessary for particle identification, background rejection, position measurement of showers,
photon pointing, and the correct connection of tracks with calorimeter clusters, which is
crucial for both, pile-up rejection and particle flow reconstruction techniques. Many of these
aspects will be further developed in the performance chapter, Sec. 4.1, while in this section
we introduce some of the most important aspects. At FCC, the boost of relatively light SM
particles will be large, leading to very collimated decay products. The calorimeters need to
be able to resolve and reconstruct such highly boosted objects. To resolve boosted objects
a cell size of a fraction of a Molière radius of about ∼ 2 cm (RM = 5.7 cm in the EM calor-
imeter proposed in Sec. 2.2) is probably optimal. Simulations showed that below a certain
cell size the separation of partial showers doesn’t improve anymore. Efficient γ/pi0 separa-
tion will require a layer (so-called strip layer) with very fine segmentation at the beginning
of the shower. In addition, a large number of longitudinal layers, producing 3D images of
the shower together with sophisticated analysis techniques, will allow for an efficient particle
identification.
Total thickness of at least 30 radiation lengths at η = 0: The shower depths of elec-
tromagnetic showers increase with ∝ ln(E). Longitudinal leakage of electromagnetic showers
leads to a loss of resolution and also a deterioration of particle identification capabilities.
Due to the higher particle energies with respect to LHC, the showers become longer and the
calorimeter needs to be deeper to achieve O(99%) containment. Figure 4 shows that with a
calorimeter depth of 30X0, a containment of > 99% can be achieved for particles ≤ 1TeV.
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Figure 4: Dependence of the electron shower containment on the calorimeter depth expressed
in the radiation lengths. The horizontal lines correspond to the shower containment of 95%,
99% and 100% respectively.
Others: In addition to what is already listed above, excellent photon/jet, electron/jet and
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τ/jet separation needs to be achieved. This is extremely important as very rare signals that
will decay to electron/photon/τ should be distinguishable from SM processes with jets in
the final state. Moreover, some compressed SUSY models would benefit from identifying
electrons with energies of few GeVs only, long lived or higly ionizing particles could give rise
to peculiar signature in the detector which are relevant for the design. Finally, it is also
worth mentioning the need for an excellent angular resolution.
1.3.3 Requirements for Hadronic Calorimetry
Energy resolution over the energy range 20GeV - 10TeV: For hadronic calorimetry,
the energy resolution requirements are set by the required jet energy resolution for the dif-
ferent η regions,
σpT
pT
=
50− 60 %√GeV√
pT
⊕ 3 % for |η| ≤ 4 , (3)
σpT
pT
=
100 %
√
GeV√
pT
⊕ 10 % for 4 < |η| < 6 . (4)
Such resolutions have been found adequate for providing jet and di-jet mass reconstruction
as well as ET,miss. A strong motivation for these performance goals is the discovery reach
of heavy narrow resonances like a Z ′, shown in Fig. 3, and tested for different jet energy
resolutions ranging from 3-20%. At these very high energies, the constant term of the
calorimeter resolution is dominating, thus has to be kept under control and < 3 %.
Rapidity coverage: As discussed for the electromagnetic calorimeters, and shown in the
examples in Fig. 2, a coverage for up to |η| ≤ 6 is essential to enable jet measurements and
tagging.
High segmentation and granularity: The two main criteria to take into account for
the granularity and segmentation are boosted high pT bosons or top quarks and pile-up
mitigation. At FCC-hh, objects produced with momenta pT of up to 15TeV will have to be
distinguishable from QCD jets. For example, the two quarks from a 5TeV Z boson decay will
be separated only by ∆R ∼ 0.03. Although the more granular electromagnetic calorimeter
in front will help, the granularity of the hadronic calorimeter should also be of this order.
For pile-up mitigation and particle-flow techniques, the same arguments apply as for the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
Total thickness of at least 11 interaction lengths at η = 0: As shown in Fig. 5a and 5b,
a total (EM and hadronic) depth of about 11 interaction lengths (λ) is required for a sufficient
shower containment compatible with a constant term of the energy resolution of about 3%.
Another important aspect is the leakage into the muon system, that needs to be kept at a
minimum to avoid fake muon triggers. Additional studies are required to estimate this fake
trigger rate, but the additional material of the solenoid between the hadronic calorimeter
and the muon system will mostly eliminate this effect in the central region.
Dynamic range: The necessary dynamic range has been studied for the Barrel HCAL
(HB), as proposed in Sec. 2.3, in full simulations of the FCC-hh detector. It has been found
that a 10TeV pion at η = 0.36 deposits on average 100 − 500MeV per cell in the hadronic
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) Calorimeter depth in interaction lengths λ for 98% jet containment as a function
of jet pT. Jets come from simulated Z
′ → qq¯ events. Two methods, so-called ’FCC mean’
(mean of the distribution of the total thicknesses) and ’FCC peak’ (a mean of the Gaussian
fit in the range of ±2σ around the maximum), are used for the evaluation, more details can
be found in [8]. (b) Energy resolution for single pions as a function of the particle energy for
the FCC-hh simulations compared to ATLAS data [8].
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calorimeter, with tails up to 2TeV. The variations with the calorimeter depth, in terms of
layers, is shown in Fig. 6a, where the different colours correspond to the radial layer sizes
of 10, 15, and 25 cm. The radial layer size determines the cell size due to the perpendicular
orientation of the scintillating tiles in the HB. The response to MIPs has been determined
from a Landau-Gauss convoluted fit to the cell energy distribution, see details in Sec. 2.3.5,
and features a most probable value (MPV) of 56MeV per HCAL cell in the Barrel region.
These numbers are given for the HB in full granularity configuration, and prove the sensitivity
to MIPs for an estimated electronic noise per cell of ≈ 10MeV, see Sec. 3.2.1. The required
dynamic range of the HB cells is determined to 10MeV to 10GeV, for a minimum hit cell rate
> 1%, see Fig. 6b. However, this estimate from single MIPs and 10TeV pions only ensures
the performance results shown for hadrons and jets, and will need further evaluation from
future studies including e.g. rare decays. The dynamic range necessary for the performances
presented in this document, corresponds to a 10 bits readout. Similar studies have to be
performed for the endcap and forward hadronic calorimeters, where the hit rate are higher,
but cell sizes and sampling fractions are much smaller.
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Figure 6: (a) Average energy deposited by 10TeV hadron in the hadronic Barrel (HB) calor-
imeter cells. (b) The cell energy distributions per HB layer.
Others: Another important aspect for the hadronic calorimetry is the energy calibration
(see Sec. 2.3.4) and a good linearity of the response. As already mentioned in Sec. 1.3, good
timing resolution is expected to help dealing with high pile-up. Excellent jet identification
and measurement in the full acceptance, very good di-jet mass resolution, forward jet tagging
capabilities and ET,miss reconstruction will therefore be required and are mostly addressed in
Sec. 4.5.
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2 Layout of the Calorimeter System
2.1 Overview and Reminder of FCC-hh Detector Environment
The layout of the calorimeter system of the reference FCC-hh detector has been driven by
the following requirements:
• Use of technologies that withstand the high radiation environment.
• Under these constraints best possible conventional calorimetry to ensure the best pos-
sible standalone energy measurement.
• Use of technologies that can achieve timing resolution of < 100ps.
• High transversal and longitudinal granularity to optimise the combination with the
tracker to enable particle flow techniques and use of 4D imaging for sophisticated
particle ID and pile-up rejection algorithms.
In this section we will introduce the calorimeter system of the FCC-hh reference detector,
which represents a possible implementation aimed at demonstrating that the performance
requirements can be achieved. In Sec. 4 we will then show its performance and discuss the
optimisations that have led to this design and which further improvements could be done.
The overview of the calorimeter system of the reference FCC-hh detector is shown in
Fig. 7. It consists of a central and extended barrel, two endcaps, and two forward calorimeters,
with the dimensions as given in Tab. 1. The sub-systems and the corresponding acronyms
shown in Fig. 8. The central barrels and the endcaps are immersed in the magnetic field of the
main solenoid of ∼ 4T. Due to the high integrated luminosity goals and high collision rates
at the FCC-hh, the radiation environment in the detector is very challenging. The expected
radiation dose and 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence (NIEL) is presented in Tab. 1 for an
integrated luminosity of 30 ab−1. These unprecedented radiation requirements especially in
the forward region call for radiation hard technologies and front-end electronics that can
be placed in the back of the calorimeters at areas of reduced radiation exposure. Figs. 9a
and 9b show graphically the material budget of the reference detector which is described in
the following sections.
For the electromagnetic calorimetry liquid argon was chosen as active material due to
its intrinsic radiation hardness (provided LAr impurities can be kept low)2. As the radi-
ation levels increase with pseudo-rapidity and in the vicinity of the beam-pipe, also the
hadronic calorimeter in the endcaps and in the forward region uses the liquid argon techno-
logy. Lead/steel absorbers (thickness = 2.0mm) have been foreseen for the barrel (EMB)
and endcap (EMEC) electromagnetic calorimeters. Tungsten absorbers are an interesting
option due to the resulting smaller Molière radius and hence smaller clusters, which could
reduce the impact of pile-up by up to a factor ∼ 1.5. The LAr based hadronic endcap
(HEC) and forward calorimeter (EMF, HF) foresee copper absorbers, following the example
2Experience of the ATLAS LAr calorimeter shows that purity levels down to 0.3 ppm oxygen equivalent
are possible to achieve if all materials used inside the cryostat are carefully chosen.
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Figure 7: Calorimetry of the reference FCC-hh detector.
Rmin Rmax z coverage η coverage Dose 1 MeV neq fluence
Unit m m m MGy ×1015 cm−2
EMB 1.75 2.75 |z| < 5 |η| < 1.67 0.1 5
EMEC 0.82–0.96 2.7 5.3 <|z| <6.05 1.48 < |η| < 2.50 1 30
EMF 0.062–0.065 3.6 16.5 < |z| < 17.15 2.26 < |η| < 6.0 5000 5000
HB 2.85 4.89 |z| < 4.6 |η| < 1.26 0.006 0.3
HEB 2.85 4.59 4.5 <|z| < 8.3 0.94 < |η| < 1.81 0.008 0.3
HEC 0.96-1.32 2.7 6.05<|z| < 8.3 1.59 < |η| < 2.50 1 20
HF 0.065–0.077 3.6 17.15 <|z| < 19.5 2.29 < |η| < 6.0 5000 5000
Table 1: Dimensions of the envelopes for the calorimeter sub-systems (including some space
for services) and the maximum radiation load at inner radii (total ionising dose is estimated
for 30 ab−1). The abbreviations used in the first column are explained in the text.
of the ATLAS forward calorimeters [10]. The hadronic calorimeters in the central part of
the detector (hadronic barrel, HB, hadronic extended barrel HEB) are based on scintillating
plastic tiles within an absorber structure consisting of steel and lead. The baseline detectors
are described in detail in Sec. 2.2 for the liquid argon calorimeters and in Sec. 2.3 for the
hadronic scintillator calorimeter.
The proposed longitudinal and transversal granularity for the reference system is sum-
marised in Tab. 2. The strip layer is introduced to allow an efficient γ/pi0 separation. The
segmentation in the strip layer is ∆η ≈ 0.0025 (two photons originating from a decay of a
50GeV pi0 are separated by ∆R ≈ 0.005. Overall, the granularity is 2 − 4× higher in each
dimension (η − φ− layer) compared to the calorimeters in the ATLAS experiment.
As explained in Sec. 1.3.2, the increase of the centre-of-mass collision energy results in
higher transverse momenta of the produced particles. Therefore, the required depth of the
electromagnetic calorimeter is ∼30X0, and of ∼11λ for the full EM + hadronic calorimeters.
The thickness of the reference detector as a function of pseudo-rapidity in units of radiation
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Figure 8: Longitudinal cross-section of the FCC-hh reference detector [3].
material minimal depth granularity # channels
#X0 #λ ∆η ∆ϕ layers
(
106
)
EMB LAr/Pb 26.5 1.5 0.01 0.009 8 ∼1.7(0.0025 in strip layer) (0.018 in some layers)
EMEC LAr/Pb 45 1.8 0.01 0.009 6 ∼0.6(0.0025 in strip layer) (0.018 in some layers)
EMF LAr/Cu 30 2.8 0.025 0.025 6 ∼0.1
HB Sci/Pb/steel 136 9.4 0.025 0.025 10 ∼0.2
HEB Sci/Pb/steel 141 9.8 0.025 0.025 8 ∼0.1
HEC LAr/Cu 119 11.3 0.025 0.025 6 ∼0.5
HF LAr/Cu 145 13.5 0.025 0.025 6 ∼0.1
Table 2: Depth and proposed granularity of the FCC-hh reference calorimeter.
length and interaction length is shown in Fig. 9a and 9b respectively. The thickness is
measured including all inactive materials of the detector, as well as the tracker and the
beam-pipe. At η = 0 the total depth of the EMB calorimeter is ∼ 29.5X0. It increases with
pseudorapidity (up to |η| = 1.5) as particles traverse the detector with a smaller angle with
respect to the beam-pipe (and cryostat). Material in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter
is presented in Fig. 42b and discussed in Sec. 4.1.1.1. For the endcap (EMEC) and the
forward electromagnetic calorimeter (EMF) the depth is above 30X0. Including the hadronic
calorimeters (HB, HEB, HEC and HF), a total depth in terms of interaction lengths of > 11λ
over the full rapidity range is achieved.
2.2 Liquid Argon Calorimeters
Liquid Argon (LAr) calorimetry has proven to provide excellent electromagnetic energy meas-
urements, with high resolution, linearity and uniformity of the response, high stability and
ease of calibration. Additionally, it is an intrinsically radiation hard material that can be used
in the detectors with high particle fluence rates and ionisation doses. LAr-based calorimetry
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Figure 9: Material budget of the reference detector expressed in units of (a) radiation length
and (b) nuclear interaction length. The amount of material is measured from the interaction
region (centre of the detector) to the outer boundary of the calorimeter. The spike at |η| = 2.5
corresponds to the inner wall of the cryostat of the endcap. The colour code is the same as
in Fig. 7.
is successfully operating in ATLAS experiment [10, 11]. It has been chosen for the FCC-hh
reference detector as a baseline technology for the electromagnetic calorimetry, but also, due
to the expected high radiation dose, for the hadronic calorimeters at pseudo-rapidities of
> 1.4.
The electromagnetic barrel calorimeter is located within a 10m long and 1m thick double-
vessel cylindrical cryostat, with an inner radius of 1.75m, covering the pseudorapidity range
|η| < 1.5. The length is dictated by the length of the central tracker, which provides full lever
arm for momentum spectroscopy for pseudorapidity up to |η| < 2. The calorimeter endcaps
are located next to the barrel, starting at |z| = 5.3m, and are 3m thick (along the beam
axis). They are positioned closer to the beam axis, with the active volume spanning up to
|η| = 2.5, housed in two double-vessel cryostats. The forward detector is localised far from
the centre of the detector, from |z| = 16.5m to |z| = 19.5m. In order to cover pseudorapidity
up to |η| = 6, the inner radius of the forward calorimeter must be r = 8.2 cm, which leaves
little space for the cryostat and the beam pipe but is regarded as feasible3.
3In ATLAS the forward calorimeter’s inner radius is 7.2 cm [10]
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2.2.1 Barrel
2.2.1.1 Geometry Layout
As explained above, it has been attempted to adapt LAr calorimetry to high granularity
read-out. For the moment cell sizes as described in Tab. 2 are foreseen for the different parts
of the calorimeter. To achieve this granularity a design as depicted in Fig. 10 has been chosen.
Straight lead/steel absorbers are interleaved with LAr gaps and straight electrodes with HV
and read-out pads forming a cylinder of 192 cm (257 cm) inner (outer) radius respectively.
The increase of the longitudinal segmentation (compared to the accordion ATLAS LAr calor-
imeter [10] with three-layer kapton electrodes) is possible thanks to the use of multi-layer
electrodes realised as straight printed circuit boards (PCB). Therefore the electrodes as well
as the absorber plates are arranged radially, but azimuthally inclined by 50 degrees with re-
spect to the radial direction as shown in Fig. 10. This ensures readout capabilities of the
electrodes via cables arranged at the inner and outer wall fo the cryostat together with a
high sampling frequency. The inclination of the plates also provide for incoming particle, a
uniform response in ϕ down to few GeV particles. Together with honeycomb spacers defining
the exact width of the LAr gap, this relatively simple structure should lead to a high mechan-
ical precision and hence small impact on the energy resolution and uniformity. However, LAr
gaps in this design are radially increasing (opening angle with the calorimeter depth), lead-
ing to a sampling fraction changing with depth. Due to the longitudinal layers, the shower
profile will be measured for each shower, and the energy calibration will correctly handle the
non uniform sampling fraction. As described in Sec. 2.2.1.2, with eight longitudinal layers
or more, the effect on the energy resolution is negligible. In the current simulation, the
electrodes and absorbers are assumed to be single piece. However, due to mechanical con-
straints and producibility, both absorbers and electrodes will have to be divided into pieces
(in z or projectively in η), forming distinct detector wheels, which could be manufactured
separately. Strong outer rings4 together with spacers at the inner and outer radius will hold
the electrodes and absorbers in place with high precision. A detailed engineering design is
needed to realise these wheels with the required precision5.
The thickness of the active detector is 650mm, composed of 1408 absorber plates, which
are inclined from the radial direction by 50◦. Each absorber is 980mm wide, in total 9.9m
long6 and 2mm thick. The absorbers are composed of a sandwich of lead (thickness 1.4mm)
with steel sheets on both sides (thickness 0.2mm) to yield a flat and conductive surface glued
with 0.1mm epoxy impregnated fabric (prepreg). Steel increases the mechanical strength,
ensures the uniformity of the surface, and serves as a second HV electrode for the electric
field in the liquid argon gap needed for the ionisation charge drift. Between two absorbers
there are two liquid argon gaps of 2 × 1.15mm thick at the inner radius and 2 × 3.09mm
4To avoid additional material in front of the active calorimeter, the main mechanical structure must sit
at the outside radius.
5Note, that for a uniformity of ∼ 0.7 % the absorber width and also the LAr gap width needs to be
controlled at that level (at least for the sum of all absorbers and gaps in one cluster). A precision of O(10µm)
will therefore be necessary. Such a precision was achieved for the ATLAS LAr calorimeter (see [10]). Non-
uniformities can also be corrected using in-situ calibration with Z→ e+e− events.
6As mentioned above, it has to be studied how to best divide the detector in z or η.
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cmFigure 10: The cross section of the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter.at the outer detector radius. The gaps are separated by a 1.2mm thick electrode. Two
of those double gaps are read-out together, forming a ϕ cell. That gives ϕ granularity of
2pi/704 = 0.009. The segmentation in η and depth (layers) is formed by cells on the readout
electrode. The granularity in pseudorapidity is 0.0025 in the second (strip) layer, and 0.01 in
the remaining 7 layers7. The fine segmentation in the strip layer is needed for a good γ/pi0
separation. The thickness of the first layer is 4.5 times smaller (Fig. 11a) as the signal from
this layer is used to correct for the energy deposited in the upstream material, described in
Sec. 4.1.1.1. To achieve a ϕ-uniform response of this first layer, the absorbers do not contain
lead in the middle to form a “LAr-only” presampler layer.
The electrodes will be realised as multi-layer PCBs (εr = 4) with the following seven
layers described here from outside to the inside:
• Two outside HV layers that produce a ∼ 1 kV/mm electric field in the LAr gaps. Due
to the changing LAr-gap width several HV channels in depth will be foreseen. In order
to limit the current and possible damage during discharges and to decouple these layers
from the read-out, they need to be protected by O(10 kΩ) HV resistors.
• Two read-out layers with printed signal pads of the size of the desired read-out channels
at a distance of hHV = 100µm from the HV layers. A schematic view of the read-out
layer of the electrodes is depicted in Fig. 11a. The radial depth of the layers is the
same for the whole barrel (i.e. for pseudorapidity ranging from 0 to 1.5): a first layer of
20mm and seven layers of 90mm in depth. This creates large difference in the thickness
of layers expressed in the units of a radiation length (for particles originating near the
interaction point). It may be addressed in the future by decreasing the thickness of
7Some of the simulations in the performance section are done for a granularity of 0.01 in all layers.
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layers as the pseudorapidity increases, so that measurements of the shower evolution
are more uniform for different pseudorapidity values.
• Two shielding layers on ground hm = 285µm inside the read-out layer to shield the
signal pads from the signal traces. The width of these shields has been assumed to be
ws = 250µm for the noise calculations in Sec. 3.2.1, but will need to be optimised to
keep cross-talk from the signal pads to the signal traces low (< 0.1 %). Larger shields,
however, will translate into larger cell capacitance to ground and hence larger noise.
• One layer with w = 127µm wide and t = 35µm thick signal traces that are connected
with vias to each of the signal pads. The signal traces together with the shielding layers
should form transmission lines with an impedance in the range of 25 Ω ≤ Z ≤ 50 Ω.
For Z = 50 Ω the distance of the signal traces and the shields has to be hs ∼ 170µm8.
Figure 11b shows a cross section of such a read-out electrode for an impedance of Z = 50 Ω.
The middle layer used for the extraction of the signal to the front or back of the detector is
sketched respectively in Fig. 12a and 12b.
Since the electronic noise of a calorimeter cell is proportional to its capacitance, it was
checked by how much the cell capacitance increases due to the shields inside the PCBs. The
capacitance of the signal pads to the shields Cs are in parallel to the capacitance of the LAr
gap Cd = εLArε0A/d of width d and area A (εLAr = 1.5), and therefore needs to be added
to the total cell capacitance. An approximation for the capacitance of a microstrip line9
summed to the gap capacitance Cd yields read-out cell capacitance (4 LAr gaps per read-out
cell) of Ccell ranging from 100 pF to 500 pF at η = 0 and up to 1000 pF at η = 1.5. Such
cell capacitance is similar to cells of the ATLAS LAr calorimeter, although their size is much
smaller. In Sec. 3.2.1 the capacitance for the barrel detector is calculated and it is explained
how realistic electronic noise values for each cell are estimated and used for the performance
simulation.
2.2.1.2 Optimisation of Longitudinal Layers
Due to the increasing LAr gap with radius, the sampling fraction changes with depth. Fluctu-
ations of the shower depth would therefore immediately translate into different reconstructed
energies and hence a degraded resolution. The energy reconstruction must therefore take
this into account and apply a corrected sampling fraction to energy deposits at different
8The following approximation for a strip line between two ground shields has been used (see [12]):
Z[Ω] =
60√
εr
log
1.9(2hs + t)
0.8wt + t
9The following approximation for a microstrip line on top of one ground shield has been used (see [12]):
Cs[pF/cm] =
0.26(εr + 1.41)
log 5.98hm0.8ws+t
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Figure 11: Read-out PCB: (a): Read-out electrode and cell segmentation on one electrode
longitudinally (8 layers) and in pseudorapidity. The first layer is 4.5 times smaller than the
rest for the correction described in Sec. 4.1.1.1. The cell size in pseudorapidity is ∆η = 0.01 in
all layers except for the second (strip layer), where it is equal to ∆η = 0.0025. (b): Top view
of the signal pads and the signal traces and shields from each layer. The signals are extracted
to the front for the first three layers, and to the back of the detector for the remaining five
layers.
depths. Figure 13 and Tab. 3 show the energy resolution of electrons using different number
of longitudinal layers with different sampling fractions. The values of the sampling fraction
are extracted from the simulation, by comparing the deposits in the active and the passive
materials. Calibration of the shower energy using only one sampling fraction value leads to
a high constant term c = 2 %. Using at least 8 longitudinal layers significantly improves
the resolution (c = 0.6 %). Therefore 8 layers are chosen for the FCC-hh EMB calorimeter.
Division to more layers does not improve significantly the resolution, while it would increase
the number of read-out channels significantly.
The obtained values of the sampling fractions for each of the 8 detector layers in the
current detector setup are presented in Fig. 14. Thickness of the first layer (presampler) is
smaller by a factor of 4.5 from other layers in order to provide an input to the correction
for the energy deposited in the material in front of the detector, as explained in Sec. 4.1.1.1.
Results for 50, 100 and 200GeV electrons have been found to be similar and have been
averaged. These values have been used for all performance simulations shown in this report.
However, as also performed in ATLAS, a MVA based recalibration using shower depth and
shower shape variables could be considered on the reconstructed clusters in order to further
improve the energy measurement.
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Figure 12: Cross-sections of the read-out PCB: (a): Cross-section perpendicular to the signal
traces: High voltage layers create an electric field in the liquid argon gap of the detector.
The signal pads, located in the layer below, collect the ionisation signal which is extracted to
either back or front of the electrode by the signal traces. In between the pads and the traces
there is a layer of shields that minimise the cross talk from the pads to the signal traces
connected to different pads. (b): Cross-section parallel to the signal traces: One signal pad
is connected to a signal trace by vias inside the PCB.
number of
layers a (
√
GeV) c
1 8.4% ±0.7% 2.03%±0.05%
2 9.9%±0.5% 1.35%±0.03%
3 7.9%±0.3% 1.02%±0.03%
4 6.9%±0.3% 0.71%±0.02%
8 6.4%±0.2% 0.56%±0.02%
15 6.1%±0.2% 0.51%±0.02%
30 6.2%±0.2% 0.46%±0.02%
Table 3: Energy resolution of electrons for different number of layers of equal thickness used
for the cell energy calibration. The geometry layout used in this study assumed 30◦ inclination
angle of absorber and readout plates from the radial direction (at the inner radius).
2.2.2 Endcap Calorimeters
2.2.2.1 Geometry Layout
Due to the radiation load, both the electromagnetic (EMEC) and the hadronic calorimeters
(HEC) in the endcaps use liquid argon as the active medium. Both calorimeters share one
endcap cryostat. The endcaps are located on both sides of the central barrel, from |z| = 5.3m
to |z| = 8.3m. The outer radius of the endcaps is r = 2.7m, similar to the electromagnetic
barrel calorimeter. The inner radius changes with |z| leading to a conical inner bore of
the cryostat, allowing that the active detector volume covers a pseudorapidity region up to
|η| = 2.5. The cross section through the upper half of one endcap is presented in Fig. 15. The
segmentation used in the simulation is summarised in Tab. 2 and follows the segmentation
of the barrel region.
The layout of the detector is again inspired by the ATLAS calorimeters, but uses also
in the electromagnetic endcaps parallel discs of absorbers and readout electrodes instead of
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Figure 13: Energy resolution of electrons for different number of longitudinal layers used for
cell energy calibration. The geometry layout used in this study assumed 30◦ inclination angle
of absorber and readout plates from the radial direction (at the inner radius). Furthermore,
it was performed without the tracker in front and the cryostat in order to compare only the
effect of calibration on the energy resolution. The barrel was divided into layers of identical
thickness. Sampling and constant terms are listed in Tab. 3.
accordion-shaped electrodes and absorbers. Material and thickness of the absorbers differ
for the electromagnetic and the hadronic part. The electromagnetic calorimeter is made of
1.5mm thick lead discs, glued inside steel sleeves as described in detail for the barrel in
Sec. 2.2.1. Between two absorbers there are two liquid argon gaps, 2 × 0.5mm thick. The
readout electrode, realised as a seven-layer PCB as described in Sec. 2.2.1, is positioned in
between the LAr gaps, providing the HV for the drift field inside the gap, and housing the
read-out pads and signal traces for the read-out. The thickness of the drift gap is decreased
compared to the ATLAS detector (which has a 2.16mm gap) because of the larger particle
densities expected at FCC-hh which would lead to space-charge inside the drift gaps. The
hadronic part of the detector uses copper as passive material, with 40mm thick discs and
2 × 1.5mm liquid argon gaps. The thickness of the read-out electrode PCB is 1.2mm, as
in the barrel detector. The read-out electrodes are rather large disk-shaped panels in that
design. A re-partitioning into smaller size electrodes will need to be studied as well as the
exact layout of the signal traces inside the PCBs, avoiding too long traces which could lead
to an attenuation of the signal.
The ratio of active to passive material in this detector is constant, therefore the energy
calibration could be performed using one calibration constant. The sampling fraction is equal
to fsampl = 0.072 for the electromagnetic endcap and fsampl = 0.030 for the hadronic endcap.
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Figure 14: Average sampling fraction (E = 50-200GeV) calculated from the energy deposited
by electrons in each of the 8 layers of the detector. Horizontal line represents the average
sampling fraction, obtained without longitudinal segmentation.
2.2.3 Forward Calorimeters
2.2.3.1 Geometry Layout
As shown in Tab. 1 the forward calorimeters (EMF and HF) will have to withstand an
unprecedented integrated ionisation dose of up to 5000MGy and a 1MeV neutron equivalent
fluence of 5 × 1018 cm−2. This goes far beyond the specifications of any detector system
that is operating nowadays, e.g. the forward calorimetry at HL-LHC will experience 1MeV
neutron equivalent fluence of up to 3×1017 cm−2. Some ATLAS calorimeter components were
tested up to such fluence as summarised in Sec. 2.5 of [13]. However, it is rather difficult to
extrapolate by an additional factor of 15 from existing experience. Very careful irradiation
studies will therefore be needed to qualify all the materials used for these detectors. As LAr
calorimetry is based on a liquid active material, we believe that it has the best chance to
withstand this hostile radiation environment. The proposed layout of the forward detector
is similar to the layout of the calorimeter endcaps, however adapting the dimensions as
presented in Fig. 16. The forward calorimeter is positioned far from the centre of the detector,
from |z| = 16.5m to |z| = 19.5m. The outer radius is r = 3.6m, while the inner radius of the
cryostat is just outside the beam-pipe (r ≈ 5 cm), so that the active volume of the detector
covers the region up to |η| = 6 (r ≈ 8.2 cm for |z| = 16.5). The segmentation used in the
simulation is summarised in Tab. 2 and for both the electromagnetic and hadronic detectors
it follows the granularity of the hadronic barrel.
Absorbers used in forward region are proposed to be copper, in both parts of the calor-
imeter (EMF and HF). In order to avoid ion build-up due to large energy densities, the
thickness of LAr gap is reduced to 0.1mm. The thickness of the absorber discs in the electro-
magnetic part is 0.9mm in order to keep similar sampling fraction as in the ATLAS forward
detector. In the hadronic part the copper discs are 40mm thick. Such a design of par-
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Figure 15: Cross section of the calorimeter endcap. EM indicates the electromagnetic calori-
meter, H the hadronic part. They differ in terms of the thickness and material of the absorber
plates.
allel plates could turn our to be difficult to realise due to the large discs. An alternative
design could - inspired by the ATLAS forward calorimeter - consist of copper rods inside a
copper matrix forming a 100µm drift gap in between. The values of the sampling fraction
for the electromagnetic and hadronic forward calorimeters are equal to fsampl = 0.0033 and
fsampl = 0.00083, respectively.
2.2.4 Cryostats
These calorimeters will be housed in five different cryostats that can be seen in Fig. 7. The
barrel EM calorimeter sits inside a 10m long cylindrical barrel cryostat (inside volume of ∼
110m3), the EM endcaps and hadronic endcaps are housed in two cylindrical endcap cryostats
with a conical inner bore (inside volume of ∼ 50m3 each) and the forward calorimeters will
be located inside two cylindrical forward cryostats (inside volume of ∼ 110m3 each). Very
similar, though slightly smaller cryostats were designed for the ATLAS LAr calorimeters.
They are realised as double-vessel aluminium cryostats (see [10]). It is very likely that a
similar design, scaled to the new dimensions could be used for the FCC-hh LAr calorimeters,
but R&D has started within the CERN EP R&D program, to develop a cryostat with the
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necessary mechanical properties and lowest possible material budget of the inner bore. The
outer vessels of the barrel and endcap cryostats will be situated between the EM calorimeter
and the hadronic calorimeter, and therefore should also be kept thin to ensure that even
lower energetic particle will reach the hadronic calorimeter despite the strong magnetic field.
The barrel calorimeter is immersed in a 10m long cylindrical cryostat with an inner bore
of 185 cm radius and an outer radius of 272 cm, that has to support the ∼ 350 tons of the
barrel calorimeter (including ∼ 275 tons of absorber material) immersed in a LAr bath of
75m3 weighing ∼ 100 tons. To minimise the material upstream of the EM calorimeter, the
inner bore of this cryostat needs to be as thin as possible in terms of radiation lengths. In
the simulation the two vessels of the cryostat have been assumed to be 2 × 25mm thick
aluminium in the inner bore, and 2× 50mm aluminium at the outer detector radius. Space
between the active detector and the cryostat is filled with liquid argon and is reserved for
the necessary services.
The two endcap cryostats (see Fig. 15) have also been assumed to have 2× 25mm thick
aluminium front walls in inner bore walls and thicker walls behind the calorimeters. The
cryostats for the forward calorimeters have been assumed to have a very thin inner bore
to allow space for the beam pipe (see Fig. 16). A detailed engineering design needs to be
performed for all of these cryostats taking into account the huge load they have to support.
2.2.5 Cryostat Feedthroughs
The number of read-out channels of the above described LAr calorimeters is not yet fixed, but
needs to be optimised after detailed simulations evaluating the needed granularity for pile-up
rejection, particle identification and particle flow techniques. However, we anticipate that the
number of channels will strongly increase in comparison with noble liquid detectors nowadays
(e.g. ATLAS LAr calorimeter, 183000 channels). Assuming a granularity as summarised in
Table 2, signals of ∼ 2million channels will have to be fed out of the five cryostats. Whereas
e.g. in ATLAS the density of signal cables at the feed-through flange is about 6–7 per cm2
(ATLAS is using glass sealed gold pin carriers), values of up to 20–50 signals per cm2 should be
achieved to accommodate the higher number of read-out channels. New ways of sealing these
cables have to be studied. Epoxy based sealing technologies exist, also seals of strip lines using
solder can be realised, or feeding the signals through sealed PCBs. All these technologies will
need to be developed further to achieve the required cable density and required reliability
for 20 years of operations. An R&D project has been started to survey existing techniques,
to design and construct test feed-throughs with selected promising techniques and to further
optimise these techniques. Close collaboration with industry and other interested laboratories
will be very important. Cold tests and electrical tests of these test-feed-throughs have to
be carried out to test their cryogenic reliability and electrical properties. The signal feed-
throughs of the barrel cryostat will sit at both ends of the cryostat (highest |z|) on the
outer warm vessel and will lead the signals into read-out boxes with read-out electronics that
will be located in the foreseen gap between the hadronic barrel (HB) and extended barrel
(HEB). The feed-throughs on the endcap cryostats could be located on the forward wall of
the endcap cryostats at largest possible radius. The feedthroughs of the forward cryostats
could be located on the outer radius.
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On top of the signal feedthroughs, there will be at least two HV feedthroughs per cryostat,
bringing the HV for the drift gaps into the cryostats. The proximity of the cryogenic system
will also use several cryogenics feedthroughs per cryostat for controlling and monitoring the
cryostat operation.
2.2.6 Read-Out Electronics
Particles crossing the LAr filled drift gap will ionise the Argon atoms. Due to the high electric
field (∼ 1 kV/mm) the electrons will immediately be separated from the Ar ions and both
will start to drift inside the electric field. This drift of charges will induce triangular current
signals in the read-out pads of the electrodes dominated by drift of the electrons (typical
drift time of ∼ 200ns/mm10).
Based on various considerations, in particular maintainability and long-term reliability
in the strong radiation environment of FCC-hh, it is foreseen to have all active read-out
electronics located outside the cryostats. ATLAS has chosen this approach for the EM
calorimeter and has proven that excellent noise performance can be reached despite the long
cable connections from the detector cell outside the cryostat to the preamplifier. In ATLAS
the signal to noise ratio of a muon (MIP) in the second (first) calorimeter layer in ATLAS is
∼ 7(∼ 3) [14], respectively. It should be noted that measurement of the response to muons
per layer is extremely useful to inter-calibrate the different longitudinal layers independently
from the exact material knowledge in front of the calorimeter. In the proposed calorimeter
design the signal-to-noise ratio of muons per layer will degrade due to longer cables (stronger
attenuation), and smaller longitudinal layer dimensions, however due to PCB electrodes,
comparable cell capacitances as ATLAS could be achieved. The read-out electronics will be
located in boxes mounted directly on the read-out feedthroughs. The signals will be guided on
transmission lines through the read-out electrode PCBs and then on coaxial cables from the
detector to the feedthroughs. The impedances of the transmission lines Z must accurately
match the preamplifier input impedance Zpa which defines the preamplifier time constant
τpa = CcellZpa, with Ccell being the cell capacitance. As described in Sec. 2.2.1 transmission
lines in the range of 25 Ω ≤ Z ≤ 50 Ω seem adapted for the expected cell capacitance.
Similar to ATLAS [10], bipolar shaping seems to be the optimal choice. Due to the signal
shape that has a zero net area, the average signal in any read-out cell is also zero except
for settling effects at the beginning of bunch trains. Pile-up signals from the same bunch
crossing and pile-up from previous bunch crossings will therefore cancel to zero on average.
However, due to the statistical nature of the proton collisions, the created particles and their
energy deposits inside the calorimeter, pile-up will induce fluctuations of the baseline that
can best be described as pile-up noise. Section 3.2.2 will describe how this pile-up noise was
estimated for the FCC-hh simulations.
The shaping time will need to be optimised taking into consideration the electronics
noise, decreasing with higher shaping time, and the pile-up noise, increasing with higher
shaping time. Also, the series noise contribution from the additional capacitance of the long
transmission lines of impedance Z can only be neglected if CcellZ  τsh. For ATLAS and
10The exact drift time will depend on the LAr temperature, the exact field and the gap width.
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a pile-up of 〈µ〉 = 25 an optimum around τsh = 45 ns was found [10], but due to the much
higher peak pile-up expected at FCC-hh and the constraint mentioned above, the best choice
will likely be at lower values. For the simulation results presented, we assumed that a similar
shaping as in ATLAS could be achieved. The shaped signals will then be digitally sampled
with bunch crossing frequency (40MHz) or twice this frequency, within a dynamic range of
16 bits and sent via optical links into the counting room. There these data can be used as
input to the hardware trigger and will, after a positive trigger decision, be written to disk.
With this architecture, which has also been chosen for the HL-LHC upgrade of the ATLAS
LAr calorimeters [13], the full history of energy deposits is available in the counting room and
therefore could be used to actively subtract the impact of out-of-time pile-up from preceeding
bunch crossings. Signal reconstruction algorithms based on this idea are currently being
developed and tested for HL-LHC [13].
Since a precise time measurement of energy deposits inside the calorimeter will be essential
to reduce impact of pile-up, the design of the read-out electronics will need to take into
account the precise timing requirements at the 30 ps level. In comparison the ATLAS LAr
calorimeter achieves timing resolution of O(65 ps) for high energetic clusters. The timing
resolution is discussed in more details in Sec. 4.1.4.
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Figure 16: The cross section view of the forward calorimeter. EMF indicates the electro-
magnetic calorimeter, HF - the hadronic part. They differ in terms of the thickness of the
absorber.
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2.3 Scintillator Tile Calorimeters
2.3.1 Hadronic Barrel and Extended Barrel
Because of the reduced radiation requirements behind the EM barrel calorimeters, cost and
performance considerations, a hadronic calorimeter based on scintillating tiles is proposed
for the barrel (HB) and extended barrels (HEB) of the FCC-hh reference detector. The
calorimeter design has been inspired by the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter [15].
The hadronic “Tile” calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter using stainless steel, lead and
scintillating plastic tiles, with a ratio between volumes of 3.3:1.3:1. The choice of mixing
different absorber materials will be further discussed in Sec. 2.3.5. The central barrel and
two extended barrels are divided into 128 modules in the φ direction. Each module has
10 and 8 longitudinal layers in the central barrel and extended barrels respectively. The
geometry of the barrel module is sketched in Fig. 17 and a summary of the main dimensions
and parameters is given in Tables 1, 2 and 4. Each module contains 2 scintillating tiles
per longitudinal layer, which will be separated via a reflective material and read out by
wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres of 1mm diameter into two separate silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs). This increases the granularity in φ by a factor of two to ∆φ = 2pi/256 ≈ 0.025.
The orientation of the scintillating tiles perpendicular to the beam line, in combination with
wavelength-shifting fibre readout, allows for almost seamless azimuthal calorimeter coverage.
For fibre transport and cross-talk suppression between tiles, plastic profiles similar to those
shown in Fig. 18a and 18b will be integrated along the outer sides of each module. The
absorber structure consists of 0.5 cm thick master Stainless Steel plates and lead spacers of
0.4 cm thickness, as illustrated in Fig. 17. The scintillating tiles of 0.3 cm thickness are filled
in the empty gaps. These tiles have a size of 6.9 cm to 11.3 cm in length, and 10, to 15, to
25 cm in height, increasing with the radius and layer. The sequence of scintillator and Pb
tiles iterates with the layer in radius, see the zoom in Fig. 17. The granularity provided
by a one-to-one readout of scintillator tile and SiPM results in a η granularity is smaller
than 0.006. However, a granularity of 0.025 is expected to be sufficient and thus the default
choice and the merging of the SiPM individual signals that form one cell will be merged at
the read-out level. Simulation studies of the angular resolution support this choice, and are
discussed in detail in Sec. 4.2.2.3.
The extended barrel consists of two parts, with only the second part covering the full
radial space of 1.74m. The first part is only 30 cm long (along beam direction), which ensures
enough space for the supports of the cryogenics system needed for the LAr calorimeter in
front. The gap between the barrel and the extended barrel could be additionally instrumented
with thin scintillator counters to recover partially the performance in a region occupied
by services and electronics from the electromagnetic calorimeter. The WLS fibre readout
not only ensures an optimal space usage of active and absorber material only thus very
homogenous calorimeter response, but allows for the readout electronics to sit at the outer
radius, in an area of moderate radiation levels. These reduced radiation levels at the outer
radius lie within the tolerances for current technologies of readout electronics and SiPMs.
An additional advantage is the easy access to the electronics, which allows for upgrades in
maintenance periods.
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Figure 17: Schematic of one module of the hadronic barrel Tile calorimeter. The optical
components (the two scintillating tiles per layer, wavelengh shifting fiber and the SiPM) are
shown. The tubes designed for a movable radiation source (for details about the calibration
system see Sec. 2.3.4) are also sketched.
granularity long. layers HB (HEB) 〈λ〉 [cm] #λ (η = 0)
default: ∆η = 0.025, ∆φ = 0.025 10 (8) 21.68 8.3full: ∆η < 0.006, ∆φ = 0.025
Table 4: Summary of Tile calorimeter specifications: granularity, longitudinal layers in barrel
(HB) and extended barrel (HEB), and nuclear interaction length.
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(a) (b)
Figure 18: (a) Schematic of profile to connect WLS fibres with scintillating plastic tiles and
transport towards outer radius. [15] (b) Picture of fibre filled plastic profile as used in the
ATLAS TileCal.
2.3.2 Mechanics
The mechanical structure has been designed and found to be mechanically feasible to con-
struct. A cut through of the barrel and extended barrel structure is displayed in Fig. 19a.
The foreseen outer steel structure housing the readout electronics and yielding mechanical
support is shown in red in Fig. 19b. These studies include an estimate of the total weight of
the whole calorimeter, which includes the scintillating tiles as well as the outer steel support
structures. In total the HB and HEB will weight approximately 4.4 kt, see Table 5. The
central barrel consists of 128 modules with 21 t each, weighing in total 2.7 kt.
2.3.3 Light Collection, Readout and Electronics
The incredibly challenging environment of 100TeV centre-of-mass proton collisions every
25 ns with up to 〈µ〉 = 1000 collisions per bunch-crossing, sets stringent requirements on
the sensitive material as well as the signal readout devices and electronics. The maximum
radiation dose to be expected in the HB region is 8 kGy for the scintillating plastic tiles and
WLS fibres, see Tab. 1. Ongoing R&D on radiation hard scintillator for the upgrades of the
LHC experiments show promising results and prove that these technologies will be able to
withstand the radiation levels expected at the FCC-hh [16].
The scintillation light guided through the WLS fibre is read out by Silicon Photomul-
tipliers (SiPMs), which are matrices of single-photon avalanche diodes operated in Geiger
mode. These devices allow single photon detection, and achieve photon detection efficiencies
(PDEs) between 20 and 60%. Each scintillating tile will be connected via a WLS fiber to
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Figure 19: Technical drawings of the hadronic barrel (HB) and extended barrel (HEB). (a)
Half of full calorimeter, with the division of the HEB in part 1 (purple) and part 2(turquoise).
(b) Detailed view of one HB module.
material volume [m3] weight [t]
Pb 76.5 845
Scintillator 57.4 59
Steel plates 193.8 1521
Steel support 39.1 307
HB 2,732
Pb 22.8 258
Scintillator 17.0 18
Steel plates 57.8 453
Steel support 13.8 108
1× HEB 837
total 4,406
Table 5: Summary of dimensions and total weight of the HB and HEB; one HB module
weighing ∼ 21 t.
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one SiPM. The single SiPMs will be arranged within arrays on PCBs, digitised, summed and
sent via optical links to the counting room where they can be used for the hardware trigger
and, after a positive trigger decision, will be written to disk.
At the outer radius of the hadronic barrel, the radiation levels to be expected are of the
order of 1011/cm2 1MeV neutron equivalent fluence. The resulting damage of the silicon
substrate and the effect on the dark count rate, leakage current, over voltage, and PDE
has been studied in the context of the CMS hadronic calorimeter upgrade for the HL-LHC
and proven to function up to 2.2 × 1014 n/cm2 [17]. Nonetheless, the strong temperature
dependence of the devices will require either temperature control or cooling and precise
temperature monitoring.
First tests have started on single channel level, focusing so far on the response of the op-
tical components used in the ATLAS Tile calorimeter: scintillating tiles made of polystyrene
doped with 1.5% pTp and 0.04% POPOP and double cladding Y11 wavelength-shifting fibres
from Kuraray [18].
Tiles were cut to the dimensions of the first and tenth FCC-hh HB layer. These tiles are
then coupled to WLS fibres of required length by contact with one tile edge, and wrapped in
tyvek® [19], to enhance light collection efficiency. The right-angled trapezoid surface of the
tested tiles is scanned using a Sr90 source mounted on a 2D stage. These tests focused on
the response uniformity, fibre coupling, fibre length and wrapping options. The attenuation
length of the WLS fibres is > 2m, thus acceptable for the transport of the light produced
in the first HB layer tiles at the inner-most radius. With the scintillation light collected by
the WLS fibre of 1mm diameter on one side of the tile, as foreseen in the FCC-hh TileCal
modules, the WLS fibres are connected by simple contact to a 1×1mm2 Multi-Pixel Photon
Counter (MPPC)11. The SiPM output signals are integrated over ∼1ms, and read out with a
multimeter. Different wrapping materials and configurations have been studied, using simple
back-reflection on a WLS fibre plastic profile (shown in Fig. 18b) on the opposite tile edge,
up to full tyvek wrapping. Figure 20a shows the measured response over the full tile area
with a spread in response of <5% (including a reflective material on the opposite tile edge
to the readout fibre). The attenuation length Latt of the tile is determined from the fit
of the response 〈S/N〉 to an exponential function I0 · exp (−∆x/Latt), as a function of the
distance from the readout tile edge ∆x, see Fig. 21. The response height is measured in a
quantity related to the signal to noise ratio, by the normalisation of the measured charges
to the measurement points outside the tile volume. The attenuation length in case of a layer
#1 and fully wrapped tile reaches 90 cm, with a S/N ratio of about 6.7. These results are
comparable with previous measurements using the standard ATLAS Tile PMT readout. The
distributions of the response for the different tile configurations are displayed in Fig. 20b,
and the mean values, as well as the widths, are summaries for both tile types in Table 6.
While it is not yet possible to estimate the exact characteristics of the optical materials
and SiPMs for the final detector, these preliminary tests are very encouraging and clearly
indicate the usefulness of a campaign to optimise the design of various aspects of the optics
system.
11from Hamamatsu, type S12571-015C, www.hamamatsu.com
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FCC tile #1 FCC tile #10
rms/mean σ/µ Latt I0 rms/mean σ/µ Latt I0
unit % % cm % % cm
naked tile 6.5 6.7 33 4.5 7.6 6.3 41 4.3
naked tile + profile 4.5 4 52 5.9 - - - -
tyvek + profile 3.9 3.1 66 6.6 - - - -
full tyvek 3.2 2.7 90 6.7 4.4 3.8 74 6.9
Table 6: Summary of uniformity tests for different tile configurations for tile sizes in the
first (#1) and last (#10) HB layer. Profile stands for back-reflection on a WLS fibre plastic
profile on the opposite tile edge.
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Figure 20: (a) 2D scan of FCC tile at the inner most radius, wrapped in tyvek, and read
out with a WLS fibre on the right side. The red lines indicate the area cut used for (b) the
response distributions for different tile configurations. The curves correspond to Gaussian
fits within a range of −1/+ 2σ.
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Figure 21: The mean S/N ratio as a function of the distance to the readout tile edge of (a)
a tile sized for the inner radius, and (b) a tile at the most-outer radius. The tile attenuation
length was obtained through an exponential fit in each case. Error bars correspond to the
rms of the response measured on a grid covering the surface of the tile.
2.3.4 Calibration Systems
2.3.4.1 Caesium Calibration
The Caesium calibration system could be based on a movable 137Cs γ source (Eγ = 661.7 keV)
that is moved through the calorimeter body via source tubes penetrating all scintillators of a
module (see source tubes in Fig. 17). The individual channel response to the energy deposits
is used to equalise the global response and calibrate the calorimeter to the electromagnetic
scale. ATLAS is successfully using this technique and achieves a precision of 0.5% [20].
2.3.4.2 SiPM Characterisation and Calibration
The SiPMs will be characterised before being connected to the WLS fibres to determine the
breakdown voltage, gain, and response-temperature coefficients. At the start, the operating
voltage will be adjusted to equalise the response of all the cells. The cells inter-calibration will
be done with the caesium calibration system, while a fraction of the modules should be tested
both with the caesium source and in testbeams (with electrons and muon beams) to settle
the absolute electromagnetic scale. The variations over time, to account for temperature
variations, ageing and radiation damage will be monitored with the caesium calibration
system. To monitor and calibrate the stability of the SiPMs a calibration system using LEDs
or lasers injecting light into some fibres will be implemented. Together with the caesium
calibration this will allow to disentangle variations of SiPMs from the optics system (tile and
fibres).
First measurements of the light yield for cosmic muons have proven the sensitivity and
determined the expected response of the FCC hadronic barrel calorimeter to MIPs. Figure 22
shows the response of the smallest and largest FCC tile in first and tenth layer attached to
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Figure 22: Energy loss distribution of cosmic muons in the smallest and largest FCC-hh tile
corresponding to inner-most and outer-most layer radius. The tiles were wrapped in tyvek
and connected through 0.45 and 1.80 m long WLS fibres.
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0.45 and 1.8m long WLS fibre and read out by a SiPM (as described in Section 2.3.3).
The measured light yield results in 5 to 7 photo-electrons per MIP. Additionally, it could
be shown that cosmic muon runs can be used for calibrations of the SiPM gain due to the
small responses within the range of a few photo-electrons. The single photon spectrum for
∼ 230, 000 events is shown in Figure 23. The spectrum is fitted with a generalised poisson
function and enables the extraction of the gain from the distances between the peaks [21].
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Figure 23: Single photon spectrum of 230 thousand cosmic muon events in FCC-hh tiles in
different configurations [21]. The green line corresponds to a generalised poisson fit.
2.3.5 Optimisation of Absorber Materials
Even though the overall design follows the ATLAS Scintillator-Steel calorimeter, the FCC-
hh HB and HEB uses an absorber structure consisting of a major Stainless Steel structure
(masters) with additional lead tiles (spacers), while keeping the absorber dimensions thus
volume fractions the same. The partial replacement of Stainless Steel with lead absorbers,
resulting into a calorimeter closer to compensation, aims to improve the hadronic performance
in terms of linearity and resolution. But the expected slight decrease of total calorimeter
thickness in terms of nuclear interaction lengths λ and consequently poor containement of
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hadronic showers has been evaluated. The impact on the calorimeter depth (in units of λ
and X0) has been studied for three absorber scenarios: full Steel (Sci:Steel with a ratio of
1:4.7), Pb mixture (Sci:Pb:Steel with a ratio of 1:1.3:3.3) and full Pb (Sci:Pb with a ratio of
1:4.7), see Fig. 24a and 24b. Whereas the decrease of depth in terms of interaction lengths
is small, the increase in terms of radiation lengths is rather dramatic when adding more Pb.
While this is not a problem for the calorimetry performance, this is a source of an increased
amount of multiple scattering of muons before reaching the muon system.
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Figure 24: Depth of the hadronic scintillator tile calorimeter as a function of η in nuclear
interaction lengths (a) and radiation lengths (b). Shown is the impact of the material choice
for full Steel:Sci, Steel:Pb:Sci mix and full Pb:Sci option. The material of the outer support
structure is included.
While the needed depth in nuclear interaction length (λ) to contain jets and hadronic
showers up to 98% can be parameterised with a function similar to the one shown in Fig. 5a,
the impact of the absorber choice on the contained jet and pion energies can be estimated by
E98% = exp
(
λ− b
a
)
, (5)
with parameters ajet = 0.495, bjet = 6.3 for jets and api+ = 0.64, bpi+ = 5.4 for single pions,
from [8]. Furthermore, the energy is estimated with additional 2λ of the EMB in front (see
Sec. 2.2) and the resulting values are summarised for the three absorber scenarios in Table 7.
As expected, it shows the strong increase of calorimeter depth in terms of radiation lengths
with an increased amount of Pb absorbers (second column). This increase however, does not
only affect hadronic showers, but strongly impacts traversing muons which will experience
increased multiple scattering, deteriorating the accuracy of the momentum measurement.
The resulting effect on the muons’ energy loss and angular distributions is shown in Fig. 25a,
25b, and 25c. The peak total energy loss of muons in the three scenarios are summaries in the
fourth column of Tab. 7. Figure 25b shows the expected energy per cell for 100GeV muons
in the last HB layer (layer 10). The most probable value of the measured energy ranges from
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Figure 25: Total energy loss (a), energy deposit per tile in last HB layer 10 (b), and angular
distribution (c) of 100GeV and 1TeV muons in three HB absorber options.
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40 to 80MeV which is well above the expected electronics noise per cell of 10MeV and shows
the calorimeters sensitivity to MIPs.
The jet and hadronic shower containment is less affected by the lead fraction due to
the rather moderate decrease in depth in terms of nuclear interaction lengths with higher
Pb content (third column). However, the detector response to hadronic showers is strongly
affected by the higher atomic number of lead compared to iron, which suppresses the response
to the electromagnetic component of the shower. Thus the intrinsic non-compensation e/h >
1, due to the partially invisible deposits of the hadronic shower components, can be brought
closer to compensation. The effect of an e/h ratio closer to 1 (closer to compensation) can
be seen in an improved energy resolution and linearity as shown in Fig. 27b. It should be
pointed out that the constant term is better for the Sci:Pb:Steel option despite the reduced
shower containment.
An example of the deposited true energy for electrons of 100GeV is presented in Fig. 26a
as a function of pseudo-rapidity. The deep around η = 1.2 originates from the gap between
hadronic barrel and extended barrel. The dependence of the sampling fraction on the in-
cident angle η is given in Fig. 26b, and determined for electron energies ranging from 10
to 1000GeV. The modulation occurs due to the perpendicular tile orientation to the beam
axis, with a distance between two adjacent tiles of 18 mm, but this is of no concern because
most of the hadronic particles will start showering in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The
response for singles pions in the HB standalone has been tested for the same η range, and
the modulation has been found to be negligibly small. The single hadron energy resolutions
are in the following always shown for an incident angle of η = 0.36 to ensure the response to
be unaffected by the geometry of the calorimeter. As discussed above, fluctuations in the re-
sponse at η = 0 are expected due to the perpendicular orientation of the absorber-scintillator
structure.
#X0 (active) #λ (active) E
µ
peak fsampl E
98%
jets E
98%
pi
+
η = 0 η = 0 η = 0.36
unit GeV % TeV TeV
Sci:Steel 89 (78) 9.5 (8.4) 3.14± 0.01 4.2 2.5(B=4T) 4 3.22± 0.01
Sci:Pb:Steel 136 (123) 9.4 (8.3) 2.49± 0.01 3.1 2.1(B=4T) 5 2.55± 0.01
Sci:Pb 252 (242) 9.0 (7.9) 1.75± 0.01 1.4 1.1(B=4T) 14
Table 7: Summary of major parameters for 3 different absorber scenarios of the Tile HB/HEB.
The deposited energy Edep is calibrated to the electromagnetic (EM) scale:
Erec =
Edep
fsampl
(6)
with fsampl = 2.55% (3.22% for Sci:Steel) in a magnetic field of 4T as shown in Tab. 7. The
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sampling fractions have been determined from electron simulations with particle energies of
20GeV to 1TeV within a pseudo-rapidity range of 0.35 ≤ η ≤ 0.37. The uncertainties on
fsampl are determined as the standard deviation over the full energy range. For determining
the calorimeters mean response and resolution the Erec distributions are fitted with a Gaussian
in the range of ±2σ around the mean of the Gaussian. An example is shown in Fig. 27a.
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Figure 26: (a) Response to 100GeV electrons over full eta range of the HB. (b) Response
modulations in the scintillating tiles as a function of η, in absence of magnetic field.
The e/h ratio has been determined with a fit to the ratio of the mean calorimeter response
and the true particle energy 〈Erec〉 /Etrue as a function of energy, see the top plot in Fig. 27b.
A perfect linear and compensated calorimeter would make this curve flat and around 1 over
the full energy range. The response shows values between 0.85 and 0.95 (0.95 and 0.98)
for Sci:Steel and Sci:Pb:Steel respectively. This change in the response depends on the
electromagnetic fraction, increasing with the pion energy. The linearity can be described
with the formula [22]:
〈Erec〉
Etrue
= (1− Fh) + Fh ×
( e
h
)−1
, (7)
where the energy dependent hadronic fraction in a hadronic shower is written as
Fh =
E
E0
k−1
, (8)
with a fixed value of E0 = 1GeV. The fits to the linearity are shown as straight lines in
Fig. 27b, and the extracted e/h ratios are listed in Table 8.
The excellent single pion energy resolution, as well as the improved linearity due to the
e/h ratio close to 1, motivates the choice of the Sci:Pb:Steel mixture as the reference design
for the hadronic scintillator calorimeters.
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Figure 27: (a) Reconstructed energy distributions for 200GeV pion showers, where the curves
shows the Gaussian fit. (b) Single pion energy resolution (bottom) and linearity (top) for the
FCC-hh HB for particles at η = 0.36 in an energy range of 10GeV to 1TeV. The resolution
is compared to the ATLAS type design with a Sci:Steel ratio of 1:4.7.
e/h k resolution
pi−@η = 0.36
unit %
Sci:Steel 1.24± 0.01 0.849± 0.002 46%/√E⊕ 4.1%
Sci:Pb:Steel 1.06± 0.01 0.917± 0.004 42%/√E⊕ 2.8%
Table 8: Summary of the resolution and linearity fit parameters in Fig. 27b.
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3 Software Implementation
The detector simulation studies presented in this and the following section are performed
within FCC-hh software framework (FCCSW)[23]. The geometry description is implemented
using the DD4hep toolkit [24]. Geant4 [25] is used for the simulation of particle transport
through the detectors. In this section we describe the reconstruction methods of particle
energies in the detectors, introduced in Sec. 2. Additionally, the handling of electronics and
pileup noise will be discussed.
3.1 Digitisation and Reconstruction
Particles traversing the detector material produce particle showers and deposit their energy.
Calorimeters proposed for FCC-hh experiments are sampling calorimeters, where only a
fraction of the energy (fsampl) is deposited inside the active material, and only these deposits
are used for the energy reconstruction. In order to account for the energy deposited in the
passive material, a calibration is made using this equation
Ecell =
Edeposited
fsampl
(9)
Values of the sampling fraction depend on the calorimeter. For the EMB the sampling
fraction depends on the layer of the detector and is described in Sec. 2.2.1.2. For the other
calorimeter parts only one sampling fraction value can be used as the ratio of the passive to
active material is constant. The sampling fraction is estimated using a simulation registering
energy deposits in both the active and the passive material and then calculating the fraction
of energy inside the active material. These energy deposits then lead to a current signal
in the LAr-based calorimeter or a light signal in the Tile calorimeter which gets amplified,
shaped and digitised. However, these steps are neglected in the energy reconstruction at
the moment and will need to be implemented later on12. The digitisation does not include
any signal modelling of the readout systems. However, the saturation of the light output
of scintillator materials used in the hadronic calorimeter in the barrel is included following
Birk’s law [26].
On top of the simulated energy deposit, the readout from each calorimeter cell will be af-
fected by electronic noise. We assume uncorrelated Gaussian noise for each read-out channel,
with a mean centred around zero and a standard deviation estimated from prior experience,
see Sec. 3.2 for a description how the electronic noise is implemented.
3.1.1 Clustering
In order to reconstruct the energy deposited by single particles in the calorimeters, cluster of
read-out cells are created and summed. There are two types of reconstructions implemented
12Note that the widening LAr gap with depth in the EMB will lead to different drift fields across the LAr
gaps and hence different current responses for energy deposits depending on their depth. This effect decreases
the effect of an increasing sampling fraction with depth. We therefore believe that neglecting this effect does
not artificially improve the simulated energy resolution.
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in FCCSW, the main difference being the resulting final cluster shapes: The sliding window
algorithm produces cluster of a fixed size (in ∆η×∆ϕ) and a constant size in radius r. Instead,
the topological clustering starts with a seed cell and then adds adjacent cells according
to their energy deposits to form a cluster. As a result each reconstructed cluster has a
different shape. The sliding window algorithm can be used for both analogue and digital
calorimeters. In the latter instead of energy, number of hits in a read-out pad are used. The
sliding window algorithm is used for the reconstruction of photons and electrons, whereas
the topological clustering is optimised for the reconstruction of hadrons and jets. Both
clustering algorithms are based on the standard calorimeter reconstruction algorithms used
at the ATLAS experiment [27, 28].
3.1.1.1 Sliding window algorithm
The sliding window algorithm considers the calorimeter as a two-dimensional grid in η-
ϕ space, neglecting the longitudinal segmentation of the calorimeter. There are Nη × Nϕ
elements building this space, each of size ∆ηtower ×∆ϕtower. The energy of each tower is the
sum of energies deposited in all cells within the tower.
First, the grid of towers is scanned for local maxima: A window of a fixed size N seedη ×N seedϕ
(in units of ∆ηtower ×∆ϕtower) is moved across the grid, as depicted in Fig. 28, so that each
tower is once in the middle of the window. Since the windows are symmetric around the
central tower, their sizes are expressed with an odd number of towers in each direction. If
the sum of the transverse energy of towers within the window is a local maximum and is
larger than the threshold EthresholdT , a pre-cluster is created. The size of the seeding window
and the threshold energy are optimised to achieve the best efficiency of finding pre-clusters
while reducing the fake rate.
η
ϕ
Figure 28: An illustration of the basic concept of the sliding window algorithm. A window
of fixed size (here N seedη ×N seedϕ = 3× 3) is moved across the tower grid.
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The position of a pre-cluster is calculated as the energy-weighted average of the η and ϕ
positions of the centre of cells within the fixed-sized window. The window for the position
calculation may have different (smaller) size Nposη × Nposϕ than the seeding window in order
to mitigate the effect of noise. The exact position in pseudo-rapidity is corrected afterwards,
as described in Sec. 4.1.1.2.
In the next step the overlapping pre-clusters are removed and only the more energetic
one is kept. A final cluster is built of all cells located within a fixed size window Nfinη ×Nfinϕ
around the tower containing the calculated position of the pre-cluster. This window needs to
be large enough to contain most of the shower, thus limiting the effect of the lateral shower
leakage. However, the more cells contained in the cluster the higher the noise contribution.
Therefore, the final shape of the cluster is elliptic, reducing the number of cells containing
mostly noise contribution. The final cluster shape is shown in Fig. 29.
Figure 29: Shape of a reconstructed shower created by a 50GeV photon in the EMB at
η = 0. Each projection represents one calorimeter layer. Energy is collected for all layers
from the cells within an ellipse which axes are defined by the final reconstruction window
(Nfinη ×Nfinϕ = 7× 19 for no pile-up).
Results for window sizes as indicated in Tab. 9 are presented in Sec. 4.1. The transverse
profile of a shower of a 100GeV electron can be seen in Fig. 30. An example of the sliding-
window size (∆ηfin×∆ϕfin = 0.07× 0.17⇒ Nfinη ×Nfinϕ = 7× 19) is indicated with a red line.
In order to mitigate the effect of noise the size of that window is decreased in the presence
of pile-up.
〈µ〉 EthresholdT N seedη ×N seedϕ Nposη ×Nposϕ Nfinη ×Nfinϕ
0
3GeV 7× 15 3× 11
7× 19
200
3× 91000
Table 9: Parameters used in the sliding window reconstruction for different pile-up scenarios.
The final cluster is of an elliptic shape and the size represents the axes of an ellipse.
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Figure 30: Transverse profile of the shower created by a 100GeV electron. All towers in
which an electron deposited energy are included (without the detector noise). Reconstructed
cluster is formed from the cells inside the red window (Nfinη ×Nfinϕ = 7× 19). Black window
corresponds to the seeding window (N seedη ×N seedϕ = 7×15), and green to the window used to
calculate the position (Nposη ×Nposϕ = 3× 11). Blue window represents the area from where
the overlapping pre-clusters are removed (N seedη ×N seedϕ = 5× 11),
Fig. 31a presents the energy resolution for 50GeV photons in the EMB as a function of
the transverse size of the reconstructed cluster for three pile-up scenarios: 〈µ〉 = 0, 200, 1000.
Without the presence of pile-up, the energy resolution is saturating for clusters larger than
∆η×∆ϕ = 0.004. For smaller clusters not enough energy is collected hence the degradation
due to larger sampling term. For pile-up of 〈µ〉 = 200 the noise originating from simultaneous
collisions is degrading the energy resolution for large clusters. This effect is even more
prominent for 〈µ〉 = 1000. The minimum between the two degrading effects (increased
sampling term for small clusters and noise term for large clusters) is located around 0.0025
(0.002) for 〈µ〉 = 200(1000). Therefore the final cluster size used for reconstruction in pile-up
environment has been chosen to be a window of ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.0023 which corresponds to
Nfinη × Nfinϕ = 3 × 9 in units of tower size. The improvement of the energy resolution for
〈µ〉 = 1000 can be seen in Fig. 31b, where the noise term has been reduced by more than
50% from b = 3GeV to b = 1.4GeV.
3.1.1.2 Topological clustering
This clustering algorithm builds so-called topo-clusters from topologically connected calor-
imeter cells. The algorithm explores the spatial distribution of cell signals in all three di-
mensions to connect neighbouring cells, thus reconstructing the energies and directions of
the incoming particles. The collection of cells into topologically connected cell signals is an
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Figure 31: Energy resolution (a) for 50GeV photons as a function of the size of the recon-
structed cluster. No pile-up environment (blue symbols) and pile-up 〈µ〉 = 200, 1000 (red,
green) are presented. Different markers describe different width of cluster in ∆η: Nfinη = 3
(full circles), Nfinη = 5 (hollow squares), Nfinη = 7 (full diamonds).; (b) Energy resolution
for electrons in the presence of pile-up 〈µ〉 = 1000. Blue circles represent larger window
(∆η×∆ϕ = 0.012), and red squares a smaller window (∆η×∆ϕ = 0.0024). Resolution can
be fitted to σE
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⊕ 0.5%, where b = 3GeV and b = 1.4GeV for larger and
smaller windows, respectively.
attempt to extract significant energy deposits by particles and reject signals coming from
electronic noise or fluctuations due to pile-up. The logic of this algorithm follows the topo-
clustering of ATLAS [28].
Topo-clusters created in the FCC-hh calorimeters are not expected to contain all cells
with signals created by a single particle, but rather fractional responses of particle (sub-
)showers dependent on the spatial separation. The main observable controlling the topo-
cluster building is the cell significance ξcell which is defined as the absolute value of the ratio
of the cell signal to the expected noise in this cell,
ξcell =
∣∣∣∣ Ecellσnoisecell
∣∣∣∣ . (10)
To avoid positive biases all thresholds are applied on absolute values. The cluster formation
starts with a highly significant seed cells that has a significance of ξcell ≥ S, S being a tunable
parameter. In the next step, the seed cells are ordered by energy and a proto-cluster per seed
is created. Starting with the highest energy proto-cluster, the next cell neighbours are added
if their cell significances ξcell are larger than a parameter N , while the newly added cells
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become the next seed cells of that cluster. This step is repeated until no more neighbouring
cells pass the required criterion ξcell ≥ N . In this way the cluster growth is controlled by the
threshold N . Finally, the cell collection is finalised by adding all neighbours (of cells collected
up to this point) that display a cell significance ξcell larger P . In the FCC-hh calorimeters the
neighbours are defined in 3D. Hence, all cells sharing a border or a corner within their own or
a nearby layer are neighbours. Additionally, neighbours across sub-calorimeters are defined.
This is done for the EMB and HB by adding the cells in the first HB layer with a distance in
ϕ of ≤ 1
2
(∆φEMB + ∆φHB) and of ≤ 12 (∆ηEMB + ∆ηHB) in η to the list of neighbours to the
last EMB layer cells. The cluster are characterised by a core of cells with highly significant
signals, surrounded by an envelope of cells with less significant signals. The types of clustered
cells are shown as 1, 2 and 3 corresponding to their significances above thresholds S, N and
P in Fig. 32.
In each event, cluster IDs are assigned, counting from 0 for each proto-cluster. These
cluster IDs allow for a clear classification of clustered cells. Before assigning a cell to a proto-
cluster, it is checked wether the cell already belongs to another cluster with a different ID.
In case a cell already belongs to another cluster, and its significance is above N or P , the
two cluster are merged. For the particular case of N or P equal 0, the cluster stay separate
and the cell is assigned to the cluster with higher energy. The mechanism of cluster merging
allows for cluster with more than one seed cell. The cluster ID of the cells in all EMB and
HB layers is shown in Fig. 33 for an event of a 100GeV pi− shower at η = 0.36.
The default configuration of S = 4, N = 2, and P = 0, has been optimised for single
charged hadrons on test-beam data of ATLAS calorimeter prototypes, and has proven good
performance in LHC Run 1 data [28]. Additionally, the thresholds have been tested in
FCCSW and optimised for different pile-up scenarios, see Sec. 4.2.2.1. An example of the noise
suppression power of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 34, which illustrates the cell selection that
reduced the number of cells by three orders of magnitude after topo-clustering for minimum
bias events with electronics noise in the EMB and HB calorimeters (see more on the noise
modelling in FCCSW in Sec. 3.2).
3.1.2 Jet reconstruction
The jet reconstruction is based on the anti-kT algorithm using the FastJet software pack-
age [29, 30]. This algorithm is based on the distances di,j between entities, which in our case
are calorimeter cells or cluster
di,j = min
(
1/p2T i, 1/p
2
Tj
) ∆R2ij
R2
, (11)
with ∆R2ij =
(
ηi − ηj
)2
+
(
φi − φj
)2 and pT , ηi and φi being the transverse momentum,
rapidity and azimuth of particle i, respectively, R is the parameter of the algorithm. The
algorithm proceeds by identifying the smallest of the distances di,j and recombining entities
i and j, while calling i a jet and removing B from the list of entities if it is di,j = di,B with
di,B = p
2p
T i , (12)
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Figure 32: Cell types of seeds (blue), neighbours (green), and last iteration cell (yellow)
shown in ∆η = ηcell− ηgen and ∆φ = φcell−φgen, for topo-cluster of a 100GeV pi− shower per
layer in the combined EMB+HB system at ηgen = 0.36 with electronics noise.
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Figure 33: Cluster ID of cells, shown in ∆η = ηcell−ηgen and ∆φ = φcell−φgen, for topo-cluster
of the same 100GeV pi− shower as in Fig. 32.
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Figure 34: Cell significances of 100 minimum bias events before (blue) and after (red) topo-
clustering in the first EMB layer (a) and the first HB layer (b).
where p = −1 for the anti-kT algorithm. The distances are recalculated and the procedure
repeated until no entities are left. Following the example of ATLAS, the default jet parameter
R is set to R = 0.4, if not stated differently.
3.2 Noise
Each read-out channel will be affected by electronic noise due to series and parallel noise of
the read-out electronics. On top of that, energy deposits from particles coming from pile-up
collisions will add to the energy deposits of the collision of interest, the hard scatter13. In-time
pile-up will increase the energy deposits, whereas - depending on the read-out electronics -
out-of-time pile-up from prior bunch crossings might reduce the cell signals due to negative
signal undershoots (see also discussion in Sec. 2.2.6). In case of bipolar shaping the in-
time and out-of-time pile-up contribution will cancel in average (for infinite bunch trains).
However, due to the stochastic nature of pile-up there will be fluctuations that will be refered
to pile-up noise in the following. If one neglects significant correlations between different cells,
pile-up noise can be treated very similarly to electronic noise.
3.2.1 Electronic Noise
In order to obtain realistic simulation results, especially for topological clustering, it is neces-
sary to assume values of electronic noise for each read-out channel. In the following sections
we will explain how these realistic noise estimates were obtained for the FCC-hh LAr calori-
meter and the hadronic Tile calorimeter.
13The following terminology will be used in this section: The proton collision of interest is called the hard
scatter emerging from the primary vertex, whereas other (minimum bias) collisions occurring during the same
(prior) bunch crossing(s) are called in-time (out-of-time) pile-up collisions, respectively.
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3.2.1.1 LAr Calorimeter
In order to estimate realistic noise levels for the FCC-hh LAr calorimeters without a detailed
design of the read-out electrodes, the transmission lines, the signal feed-throughs and the
read-out electronics, it is assumed that an extrapolation from the ATLAS calorimeter middle
layer can be made. Empirical formulas are used to calculate the capacitances of the FCC read-
out cells. The conversion factor which translates the capacitance into the electronic noise is
estimated using measurements performed with the ATLAS LAr calorimeter. A correction due
to different sampling fractions in ATLAS and FCC-hh LAr calorimeters has to be considered.
The correction factor between a cell electronic noise and its capacitance (σnoise/Ccell) is
extracted using values from ATLAS [31], yielding 0.04 MeV/pF × fATLASsampl /fFCC−hhsampl , where
fATLASsampl = 0.18 is the sampling fraction of the ATLAS LAr calorimeter and f
FCC−hh
sampl the depth
dependent sampling fraction of the FCC-hh LAr calorimeter (See Fig. 14). The extrapolation
from ATLAS neglects the fact that an optimisation of the read-out electronics in terms of
noise will have to be performed for FCC-hh which will likely lead to shorter preamplifier
rise times and shaping times than those used in ATLAS. It is also neglected that the signal
attenuation inside the read-out PCBs and along the (longer) transmission lines might lead
to slightly higher noise values at FCC-hh. However, we believe that the following estimates
predict the actual electronic noise with an accuracy of about a factor 2.
As described in Sec. 2.2.1, the capacitance of the read-out cells is composed of the LAr-
gap capacitance Cd = εLArε0A/d for a LAr gap of width d and an area A (εLAr = 1.5) and
the capacitance Cs of the read-out pads to the signal shields of width ws = 250µm traversing
below the pads inside the PCB (distance hm = 285µm) and shielding the signal traces from
the read-out pads (see Fig. 11b, 12a and 12b).
For each cell, the capacitance between the signal shields and the read-out pads Cs depends
on the length of the shield and the number of signal traces that are passing below each read-
out pad. In order to minimise that number, cells from the first and second detector layer
will be read out via the front of the detector, while the rest will be read out via the back
(see Fig. 11b). The resulting capacitance of read-out cells Ccell in all layers as a function of
pseudorapidity is presented in Fig. 35.
Assuming the above mentioned conversion factor σnoise/Ccell, we obtain values of elec-
tronic noise per cell as presented in Fig. 36. This electronic noise is assumed to be uncor-
related between cells.14 The electronic noise of clusters can therefore be calculated by the
quadratic sum of the noise in individual cells. For a cluster of size ∆η ×∆ϕ = 0.07 × 0.17
this yields σnoise ≈ 300MeV at η = 0.
As discussed, this estimation of the electronic noise in the LAr calorimeter is very pre-
liminary and is based on many approximations and assumptions. A detailed design and
simulation of the full read-out chain will have to be carried out in order to obtain more
reliable results.
14During the design of the read-out electrodes, feed-throughs and read-out electronics the correlated noise
contribution and cross-talk needs to be simulated in detail and kept at an absolute minimum. A cross-talk
between neighbouring strip cells of ≤ 7 % has been achieved in ATLAS.
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Figure 35: Capacitance Ccell, Cs and Cd calculated for each longitudinal layer of the EMB as
a function of pseudorapidity. The signal pads of the first three layers are read out via traces
leading to the inner radius of the calorimeter and all other layers via the outer radius, as
depicted in Fig. 11b. Here a granularity of ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.01× 0.009 is assumed for all layers.
3.2.1.2 Tile Calorimeter
The electronic noise in the Tile calorimeter will be dominated by electronic noise of the SiPMs
read-out electronics. Due to the strong dependence on the missing design details in the SiPM
readout chain, a conservative assumption is used in the following based on estimations for the
HL-LHC upgrade of the read-out electronics of the ATLAS Tile calorimeter, that assumes 10-
15MeV per read-out channel on EM scale. We therefore add uncorrelated random Gaussian
noise of 10MeV on EM scale for each read-out cell. Additional effects due to the dark count
rate, cross talk, after pulses, and saturation of pixels of the SiPM are not included in the
simulation because all these effects vary strongly between SiPM types and manufacturers,
and have shown great improvements over the past years.
3.2.2 Pile-up Noise
Energy deposits of particles from simultaneous collisions in the same bunch crossing will
create a background to the energy deposits of the hard scatter collision of interest. These
pile-up energy deposits will create a bias to the energy measurement. This positive bias
can be reduced by using bi-polar shaping, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.6 and proposed for the
calorimeters of the reference detector, whereas fluctuations of these pile-up energy deposits
will remain. We call these fluctuations pile-up noise. This noise is usually composed of the
energy deposits from the same bunch crossing (the in-time pile-up) and those from prior
bunch crossings (the out-of-time pile-up) creating negative contributions through the signal
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Figure 36: Estimated electronic noise per cell for each longitudinal layer of the EMB as a
function of pseudorapidity.
undershoots. In case of signal collection and shaping times smaller than the time between
two bunch crossings (< 25 ns) - as is the case for Si sensors, out-of-time pile-up will not
influence the energy measurement, but the bias and fluctuations of the in-time pile-up will
remain. For our case of longer signal collection and shaping times it is also possible to
minimise the impact of out-of-time pile-up. Due to the known history of energy deposits
from prior bunch-crossings, the out-of-time pile-up can be unfolded from the measurement of
the current bunch crossing. Such an approach has been studied in detail and demonstrated
for the ATLAS LAr Calorimeter HL-LHC upgrade [13].
In-time pile-up can be reduced by using timing information of energy deposits and re-
jecting those deposits which are not consistent with the time-of-flight of particles from the
primary vertex. It is also possible to reject pile-up deposits if they can be attributed to a
charged particle track reconstructed with the tracker that does not originate at the primary
vertex. Such techniques will need to be developed and studied to exploit the full physics
potential of an FCC-hh experiment.
In the following we assume that the out-of-time pile-up can be corrected for, but estimate
the full in-time pile-up noise contribution (without any above mentioned corrections).
3.2.2.1 LAr Calorimeter
The ATLAS detector with its planned updates for the HL-LHC proves that LAr calorimetry
can provide excellent energy measurement even in a high pile-up environment [13].
In order to estimate the in-time pile-up, a sample of minimum bias events has been
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simulated with the Pythia8 [32] event generator. The electronic noise was switched off for
these special simulations with single pile-up collision per event. The energy distribution
for a single calorimeter cell is presented in Fig. 37. The standard deviation of the energy
distribution is used to quantify the fluctuations caused by the pile-up collisions, i.e. the
pile-up noise.
The size of the sample was not large enough to overlay hundreds of pile-up collisions
per event. Therefore the standard deviation obtained with one minimum bias collision per
event has been scaled with
√〈µ〉, where 〈µ〉 is the desired average number of simultaneous
collisions per bunch crossing. It has been checked with simulation that this scaling yields the
correct values. In order to increase the sample size, azimuthal symmetry is assumed.
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Figure 37: Energy distribution in calorimeter cells of size ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.01 × 0.009 in the
third calorimeter layer within |η| range between 0 and 0.1 (red) and for |η| ∈ (1.5, 1.6) (blue).
Pile-up noise is correlated between neighbouring cells, and therefore cannot be treated in
the same way as the electronic noise which is modelled on a cell-by-cell basis. The impact of
pile-up has been studied for the two clustering algorithms separately. The first approach is
used for the EM calorimeters and is relatively straight forward for fixed-size clusters as used in
the sliding window algorithm, where all clusters consist of the same number of cells. Instead
of looking at the individual cell, the noise in a cluster of dimensions ∆η × ∆ϕ is studied,
assuming same size in all longitudinal layers. As expected, a clear dependence on the cluster
size is found, which is presented in Fig. 38a (squares) for 〈µ〉 = 200. This dependence on
cluster size can be parameterised in bins of pseudorapidity using
σ = p0 · (∆η ×∆ϕ)p1 (13)
where p0 and p1 are the two fit parameters and ∆η and ∆ϕ the cluster dimensions in
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η and ϕ, respectively. Figure 38a also shows the result obtained (filled circles) if the pile-
up noise in cells of ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.01 × 0.009 is summed up quadratically (no correlation
assumed, p1 = 1/2) as well as the case (open circles) of summing the pile-up noise linearly
(assuming fully correlated pile-up noise, p1 = 1). As presented in Fig. 38b p0 depends on
pseudorapidity, while parameter p1 is constant, p1 = 0.66 ± 0.01 in our case. Using these
noise parametrisations, pile-up studies with different window sizes can be performed.
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Figure 38: (a): Cluster noise as a function of cluster size in terms of ∆η×∆ϕ for clusters in
the EM calorimeters within |η| < 0.1. The full squares show the minimum bias simulation
result, whereas the filled circles show the quadratic sum of pile-up noise of individual cells (no
correlation) and the open squares show the linear sum of individual cells (full correlation).
(b): Parameter p0 as a function of η using the parametrisation of Eq. (13) for all three cases
shown in (a).
The pile-up noise dependence on pseudo-rapidity for 〈µ〉 = 200 and 1000 for clusters with
a sliding window size of ∆η × ∆ϕ = 0.07 × 0.17 is presented in Fig. 39. As can be seen,
a large pile-up noise rising in η from 3.5GeV to 6.5GeV for 〈µ〉 = 1000 is obtained. This
result suggests that it will be crucial to further optimise cluster sizes and especially make
them smaller in the first calorimeter layers and to use timing information and the tracker
measurement to further reject pile-up energy deposits. Nevertheless, these values have been
used in the performance section to smear the cluster energies of sliding window clusters.
3.2.2.2 Combined LAr and Tile Calorimeter
The situation becomes more difficult for clusters of variable size and dispersion like topo-
cluster. Due to the different cluster volumes and centre of gravity in all three dimensions a
simple scaling as presented above does not work. Instead, the performance within a realistic
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Figure 39: Pile-up noise estimated for electromagnetic barrel (EMB) for two scenarios: 〈µ〉 =
200 (blue circles) and 〈µ〉 = 1000 (red squares) for cluster of size (a) ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.07× 0.17
and (b) ∆η ×∆ϕ = 0.03× 0.1.
pile-up scenario is studied by the overlay of minimum bias events on top of the hard scatter
event, with the topological clustering applying energy thresholds using the expected noise
level per cell (electronic noise and pile-up noise quadratically summed) within the cluster
formation. However, before the topo-clustering is run, the mean cell energy is corrected for
the mean noise per cell, determined from the merged, corresponding number of minimum
bias events. The mean cell energies are shown for the EMB and hadronic calorimeter HB
per layer and as a function of η in Fig. 40a and 40b. The cell noise for each tile of the HB
shows the expected decreasing noise levels with increasing η, while the HB with ∆η = 0.025
segmentation increases the noise due to the merging of up to 7 tiles per cell for higher
pseudo-rapidity. Within the topo-cluster algorithm, the cell significance is determined from
the expected noise levels. The pile-up noise is estimated by the standard deviation of the
cell energy distributions, one example is shown in Fig. 37. The noise levels, determined from
merged minimum bias events, are shown for the pile-up scenario of 1000 collisions per bunch
crossing in Fig. 41. The impact of pile-up noise on the energy reconstruction of hadronic
showers is presented and discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.4.
3.3 Reconstruction and Identification using Deep Neural Networks
On top of the more conventional reconstruction algorithms presented above, it was also tried
to use deep neural networks (DNNs) for particle identification and energy reconstruction
in an attempt to make use of the high granularity of the proposed calorimeter system. In
this section the implementation of these DNNs is described, the results will be presented in
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Figure 40: Mean energy deposit per cell for 〈µ〉 = 200 in (a) the EMB, and (b) the HB. The
values per scintillating tile in the HB is shown in dashed lines.
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Figure 41: Pile-up noise level per cell for 〈µ〉 = 1000 in (a) the EMB, and (b) the HB. The
noise per scintillating tile in the HB is shown in dashed lines.
Sec. 4.2.1.2.
In the last decade, significant advances have ben made with respect to the design and
application of DNNs. These were enabled by new algorithms, but also by developments in
computing hardware, such as the capabilities of graphics processor units (GPUs) to compute
thousands of operations in parallel. Their architecture, in principle consisting of a set of
matrix multiplications, and the dedicated hardware can make these networks very fast, such
that they are well suited also for triggering applications.
In contrast to boosted decision trees (BDTs), which are widely used in high energy physics
and can be interpreted as shallow neural networks, DNNs allow to exploit the structure and
symmetries of the input data and can therefore process a large input dimensionality. In
this context, the sensor signals from the calorimeters can be interpreted as 3-dimensional
energy images. Based on these images, DNN-based energy reconstruction and identification
of electrons, photons, muons, charged and neutral pions is studied.
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The particles are generated at φ = 0 and η = 0.36 with a flat energy spectrum between
10 and 1000GeV. The image is centred using the mean energy deposits of the particle in the
barrel calorimeters. For the EMB, 34× 34× 8 pixels are defined in η, φ, and layer number,
which corresponds to about ∆η = 0.34 and ∆φ = 0.31 given the EMB granularity. For the
HB, the energy deposits of the sensors are considered in 17×17×10 pixels, corresponding to
a similar area with ∆η = 0.43 and ∆φ = 0.42. These energy deposits are superimposed with
energy deposits from 0, 200, or 1000 pile-up interactions. The total sample for the particle
identification contains about 1M events, with equal contributions from all particles. For the
energy reconstruction, only charged pions are considered with a total sample size of 1.2M
events. For performance evaluation, a separate dataset is used in both cases to avoid possible
biases from overtraining.
For both energy reconstruction and identification, the DNN architecture is mostly based
on convolutional neural networks[33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. For the identification network, the
first convolutional layer consists of 8 filters with a kernel size of 5× 5× 5 pixels. In case of
the EMB image, strides of 2×2×1 are used, such that the output corresponds to 17×17×8
pixels, which allows to merge the EMB and HB images along the layer dimension without
information loss. The combined calorimeter image is fed through two paths of convolutional
layers. One path is dedicated to muons, only considering the innermost 7 × 7 pixels in
η, φ which consists of two layers. The other path consists of 5 layers and covers the full
image. Both paths are merged and then fed through two dense layers with 128 or 32 nodes,
respectively. The final network output is configured as a multi-classifier with 5 output nodes,
each corresponding to the predicted probability of the signature stemming from an electron,
photon, muon, or charged or neutral pion. The network contains 250 k free parameters in
total.
The energy reconstruction network architecture is based on the concept that convolu-
tional layers are used to locally determine the sum of the cell energies and a topology based
correction to it. The architecture is inspired by the ResNet [39] model: in total 4 blocks
with convolutional layers are used before their output is passed on to dense layers. Each
block consists of one convolutional layer with a kernel size that equals the strides size and
parallel additional layers with a larger kernel size, in the following referred to as direct layer
and correction layers, respectively. Within the direct layer, the first filter is set to sum the
first feature per pixel, while the other filters contain trainable weights. The correction path
consists of 3 sequential convolutional layers with larger kernel sizes and more filters. The
corresponding weights are trainable and initialised with low values. The last of these layers
has the same kernel size and strides as the direct layer, such that its output is added as a
small correction. Before the 4 blocks, common for EMB and HB, both images are fed through
one direct layer without an additional correction path. For the EMB part, this layer is used
to reduce the size to 17× 17× 8 pixels such that it can be merged with the HB image along
the calorimeter layer dimension for further processing. Finally, the output is fed through 3
dense layers with 64, 12, and 1 nodes. An additional multiplicative offset correction is trained
using this output fed into a wide dense layer. The typical number of filters for the direct and
correction layers is between 16 and 32, kernel sizes do not exceed 30 pixels, such that the
total number of free parameters in the model is 130 k.
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The technical implementation is done in Keras [40] using tensorflow [41] as backend. The
minimisation is performed using the Adam [42] optimiser. For the identification, the cross
entropy loss is minimised, for the energy determination, a Huber loss [43] is applied. The
loss is modified, such that it follows
L =
(Ep − E)2
E − 8GeV (14)
for L < 0.2 and grows linearly with the same slope as at L = 0.2 with Ep−E. Here, E is the
energy of the generated particle and Ep the predicted energy by the network. The additional
constant term in the denominator introduces an additional focus on the reconstruction of low
energetic particles.
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4 Performance
4.1 Electrons and Photons
4.1.1 Reconstruction of e/γ-Objects
As explained in Sec. 3.1, the energy deposits of particles showering inside the calorimeter
need to be summed into clusters to reflect a first, uncorrected estimate of the energy of
those particles. The primary algorithm used for electrons and photons (often also called
e/γ-objects) is the sliding window algorithm (see Sec. 3.1.1.1). As described, it scans a
two-dimensional grid of calorimeter cells in pseudorapidity and in azimuth, looking for local
maxima. Around the local maximum a cluster of fixed size in ∆η and ∆ϕ is formed. The
energy of this cluster is a sum of the energies of all cells within the cluster. The position in η
and ϕ is calculated as the energy-weighted mean of the individual cell positions. To improve
precision corrections outlined in the following section are applied to these quantities. The
cluster energy is corrected for the energy lost in the material in front of the detector, mainly
the cryostat. The so-called upstream material correction will be discussed in Sec. 4.1.1.1.
As explained in Sec. 4.1.1.2, logarithmic weights of energy are used to improve the position
resolution.
Reconstructed clusters take into account the effect of electronics noise in each cell of the
detector and pile-up noise is added to the cluster energy.
4.1.1.1 Upstream Material Correction
In high energy physics experiments particles coming from the interaction point have to tra-
verse a significant amount of material before reaching the calorimeter (beam pipe, inner
tracker, services,...). Upstream material in typical experiments ranges at η = 0 from 0.5X0,
as realised in the CMS experiment to 3X0 in the ATLAS experiment where the EM calori-
meter sits inside a cryostat behind the solenoid coil. For the reference detector for FCC-hh
we expect a value between these two, since the calorimeter is located inside the solenoid coil,
but - due to the cryogenic temperatures necessary for LAr - will sit inside a cryostat. The
expected amount of material in front of the active LAr calorimeter is presented in Fig. 42a,
showing values below or around 2X0 for most of the pseudorapidity apart from the transition
regions between EMB and EMEC and between EMEC and EMF. In the EMB the amount
of material increases with η due to flatter angle of incoming particles with respect to the
cryostat walls. Since particles will lose energy and start the electromagnetic cascade in this
un-instrumented material in front of the active calorimeter, the energy measurement has to
be corrected for this lost energy. If no correction is applied, the energy resolution, will de-
grade as a function of the traversed upstream material as can be seen in Fig. 43. It presents
the degradation for the 30◦ inclination of the absorbers, but the same applies for a larger
inclination (this optimisation brought the constant term down, leaving the sampling term
unchanged). The constant term is almost independent of material, whereas the sampling
term increases rapidly for upstream material thicknesses larger than one radiation length.
The energy deposited in the upstream material fluctuates and cannot be corrected for
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Figure 42: Left (a): Material in front of the calorimeter expressed in units of radiation length,
measured from the centre of the detector to the outer boundary of the LAr calorimeter.
The “spike” at |η| = 2.5 corresponds to the wall at the inner bore of the endcap cryostat.
Right (b): Linear correlation between the material upstream and the energy deposited in the
first calorimeter layer, for 500GeV electrons and |η| = 0.25. The parametrisation shown in
Eq. (15) is used.
globally. However, for single particle showers, there is a strong correlation between the en-
ergy detected in the first calorimeter layer and the energy deposited upstream. This linear
relationship is shown in Fig. 42b and can be used to estimate the energy lost upstream
Eupstream as a function of the energy measured in the first calorimeter layer EfirstLayer. Equa-
tion (15) shows the parametrisation that has been used, the two parameters P0 and P1 are
functions of the cluster energy Ecluster and |η|.
Eupstream = P0(Ecluster, |η|) + P1(Ecluster, |η|) · EfirstLayer . (15)
The energy dependence of parameters P0 and P1 for η = 0 is presented in Fig. 44a. This
dependence can again be parameterised using simple functions of the cluster energy Ecluster
as shown in Eq. (16) for P0 and Eq. (17) for P1. Those functions were chosen to best fit the
obtained data.
P0 = P00(|η|) + P01(|η|) · Ecluster (16)
P1 = P10(|η|) +
P11(|η|)√
Ecluster
(17)
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Figure 43: Dependence of the electron energy resolution on the amount of upstream material
expressed in terms of sampling term a (left plot, (a)) and constant term c (right plot, (b))
for the parametrisation of the energy resolution σE
E
= a√
E
⊕ c. This study was done for an
absorber inclination of 30◦.
Since the amount of upstream material strongly varies with pseudorapidity (see Fig. 42a),
the parameters P00, P01, P10, and P11 are all extracted for several |η| values (every ∆η = 0.25).
The energy of reconstructed electrons is then calculated as the sum of the energy deposited
in the calorimeter Ecluster and the estimated energy lost upstream Eupstream according to
Eq. (18):
E =Eupstream + Ecluster (18)
Ecluster =
∑
deposits
Edeposit · f layersampl
Eupstream =P00 + P01 · Ecluster + (P10 +
P11√
Ecluster
) · EfirstLayer
The effect of the corrections on the energy resolution for electrons at |η| = 0 is presented
in Fig. 44b. The sampling term of the energy resolution improves significantly. Note also the
improvement in response linearity. The corrected energy resolution for electrons impinging
the calorimeter at different pseudorapidities is presented in Tab. 10b. As can be seen, the up-
stream energy correction achieves very good results and assures excellent electron resolution
for the all studied pseudorapidities.
This upstream material correction is inspired by the corrections done for the ATLAS LAr
calorimeter [44]. The same procedure should be repeated for photons as a function of their
conversion radius as well as extended into the other detector parts, the EMEC and the EMF.
Table 10a shows the sampling term a and constant term c of the energy resolution for
several values of pseudorapidity before (a) and after (b) correction. Especially at higher η
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Figure 44: (a) Parameter P0 of Eq. 15 as a function of initial particle energy for |η| = 0.
P0 is described with Eq. (16). In the legend p0 coresponds to P00 and p1 to P01. (b)
Energy resolution of electrons at |η| = 0. The effect of the upstream material correction is
presented (blue circles: no correction, orange squares: correction). Presented results refer to
the geometry with an inclination angle of absorber and readout plates of 30◦.
(more upstream material) a large improvement is obtained confirming the efficiency of the
upstream material correction proposed above.
4.1.1.2 Pseudorapidity Correction
The most straightforward method to calculate the pseudorapidity of an incident particle
showering in the calorimeter is to calculate the centre of gravity of the shower (19), where ηi
is the pseudorapidity of cell i and Ei is energy deposited in that cell.
ηrec =
∑
iEiηi∑
iEi
(19)
The result of this position calculation for 50GeV electrons is presented in Fig. 45a. It
can be seen that there are systematic differences between the calculated and generated pseu-
dorapidity of the particles as a function of pseudorapidity. This ’S-shaped’ difference can be
minimised by taking advantage of the exponential transverse profile of the shower and using
the logarithms of cell energies as weights, as shown in Eq. (20). Elayer is the energy deposited
in the given layer, wlayer0 is a parameter that needs to be carefully chosen.
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η a (
√
GeV) c
0 8.7% ±0.1% 0.64%±0.01%
0.25 8.9%±0.2% 0.62%±0.01%
0.5 9.2%±0.3% 0.59%±0.01%
0.75 10.5%±0.3% 0.53%±0.02%
1 12.3%±0.3% 0.50%±0.03%
(a)
η a (
√
GeV) c
0 6.9%±0.1% 0.60%±0.01%
0.25 6.5%±0.2% 0.58%±0.01%
0.5 6.6%±0.2% 0.53%±0.01%
0.75 7.5%±0.3% 0.41%±0.01%
1 8.5%±0.3% 0.24%±0.02%
(b)
Table 10: Energy resolution of electrons for different pseudorapidity values. (a) No correc-
tion is applied. (b) The correction for upstream material improves the energy resolution.
Presented results refer to the geometry with an inclination angle of absorber and readout
plates of 30◦.
ηlayerrec =
∑
iwiηi∑
iwi
, where
wi = max(0, w
layer
0 + log
Ei
Elayer
) . (20)
The parameter w0 is optimised for each layer in order to minimise the position resolution.
Effectively, w0 defines a threshold on the fraction of deposited energy per layer which a cell
must exceed to be included in the calculation. It hence adjusts the relative importance of
the tails of the shower transverse profile: for w0 →∞ all cells are weighted equally, and for
too small w0 only few cells dominate in the calculation, making it again position-sensitive.
The position resolution for 50GeV photons for different values of w0 is presented in Fig. 46.
It can be seen, that w0 = 5 is very close to the optimum in all layers apart from the first
layer which has little energy deposit. A large improvement due to the fine segmentation of
the second layer is also visible (resolution for both ∆η = 0.01 and ∆η = 0.0025 in the second
layer is presented).
Finally, particle position ηrec is calculated as the weighted mean of the layer positions.
Weight could be for instance energy deposited in the given layer (analogously to Eq. 19).
The calculation of the pseudorapidity using those parameters significantly mitigates the ’S-
shaped’ systematic differences as can be seen in Fig. 45b. In order to improve further the
pseudorapidity resolution as a function of energy, instead of energy, resolution in a given
layer could be used. This approach, however, requires a prior knowledge about the particle
resolution. It has been presented in the results summarised in Sec. 4.1.3.
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Figure 45: Reconstructed pseudorapidity ηrec as a function of the incident pseudorapidity
ηMC. The top plots represent the difference ∆η between both values. The pseudorapidity is
reconstructed (a) using energy weighting, Eq. (19), and (b) logarithmic weighting according
to Eq. (20). One cell in the detector spans from η = −0.005 to η = 0.005.
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Figure 46: Dependence of the pseudorapidity resolution on the weight parameter w0 for
50GeV photons. A resolution is shown for each of the detector layers. The minimum of the
pseudorapidity resolution derived the choice of the weight parameter w0. A value of w0 = 5 is
very close to the optimum for all layers and was chosen in this study. The segmentation of all
layers used here is ∆η = 0.01, with the exception of the second layer where both ∆η = 0.01
(red full squares) and ∆η = 0.0025 (black squares) are presented.
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4.1.2 Energy Resolution and Linearity
The energy resolution of a calorimeter can be parameterised using Eq. (1) with a as the
sampling term, c as the constant term and b as the noise term.
Energy resolution for single electrons for all calorimeter sub-systems is presented in
Fig. 47. Those results do not take into account neither electronic nor pile-up noise (b = 0 for
the fit with Eq. (1)). A similar performance is achieved for barrel (η = 0) and for endcaps
(|η| = 2), with the sampling term equal to a = 8.2% for barrel and a = 7.6% for endcaps.
The constant term is c = 0.15% for barrel due to the increasing thickness of liquid argon
gap, and is equal to 0 for endcaps, where the ratio of liquid argon to absorber is constant.
The obtained energy resolution matches the design goal resolution of σE〈E〉 =
10 %√
E[GeV ]
⊕ 0.7 %
Eq. (2). In the forward region for |η| > 4 sampling term of the energy resolution increases
to a = 23% due to the decrease of the ratio of liquid argon to absorber.
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Figure 47: Energy resolution of response for electrons in barrel (η = 0), endcaps (|η| = 2)
and forward detector (|η| = 5).
Figure 48 presents energy resolution and linearity of single photons and electrons in barrel
detector for no pile-up environment, with the electronic noise included. The obtained energy
resolution is similar for photons and electrons. The sampling and constant terms of the
energy resolution are fixed to the values obtained without presence of electronic noise, and
noise term b = 0.3GeV matches the estimation of the noise level per cluster that is described
in Sec. 3.2.1.1. Same correction factors are applied in the reconstruction of both particles:
the upstream material correction and the response scaling. The upstream material correction
parameters are extracted from the simulation of electrons and hence the overestimation of
the energy deposited by low-energetic photons as can be seen in the linearity plot. Regarding
the energy scaling factor, the cluster energy is scaled with an energy-independent factor of
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1/0.96 to compensate for energy deposited outside of the reconstructed cluster. This factor
has been extracted from the response of 100GeV photons.
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Figure 48: (a) Energy resolution and (b) linearity of response for single electrons and photons
in barrel (η = 0) for no pile–up environment. Same correction factors are applied in recon-
struction of both particles.
In the presence of pile-up, the energy resolution deteriorates. For the sliding window
reconstruction with the elliptic window of size ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.03×0.08 the noise term increases
to b = 0.65 GeV for 〈µ〉 = 200 and b = 1.31 GeV for 〈µ〉 = 1000, as can be seen in Fig. 49a. It
has a direct impact on the width of the invariant mass peak for Higgs decaying to two photons
generated with Pythia8. Using the current reconstruction with sliding window and calculating
invariant mass for all pairs of electromagnetic clusters with energy above Eγ > 30 GeV (no
particle identification and no isolation cuts), the width of the invariant mass peak is 1.3% in
a no pile-up environment, as can be seen in Fig. 49b. The width increases to 1.9% in presence
of pile-up 〈µ〉 = 200 and to 2.3% for 〈µ〉 = 1000. This results show the importance of the
pile-up mitigation. First of all, information from calorimeters should be complemented with
information from tracking detectors. This should allow to estimate the contribution from
the charged particles from the pile-up events thus reducing the contribution of the energy
deposited in calorimeters originating from the pile-up events. It is important to notice that
for physics analysis where Higgs bosons with high transverse momenta are considered, the
mass resolution improves, as can be seen in Fig. 50. For pile-up 〈µ〉 = 1000 mass resolution
improves from 2.3% for an inclusive sample to 2.1% for the transverse cut pHT > 100GeV and
further to 1.8% for pHT > 200GeV.
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Figure 49: (a) Energy resolution of single electrons for different levels of pile-up at η = 0.
The no pile-up configuration uses a cluster size of ∆η×∆φ=0.07×0.17 while in presence of
pile-up the optimised cluster size is ∆η×∆φ=0.03×0.08. (b) Effect of pile-up on the Higgs
invariant mass distribution by selecting two electromagnetic clusters with pγT > 30GeV.
4.1.3 Position Resolution
Using logarithmic weights and the optimisation described in 4.1.1.2 leads to a pseudorapidity
resolution as presented in Fig. 51a. The position resolution can be described with Eq. (21),
where energy E is expressed in GeV and parameters a and c for simulation of photons
summarised in Tab. 11. The layer combined measurement is calculated according to Eq. (22),
where i indicates the layers of the detector used in the combined calculation. Two layers that
yield the best pseudorapidity resolution are the second layer (finely segmented) and the third
one (usually containing the shower maximum). Combined η measurement obtained with
those layers (i = 2, 3) results in an improvement of η resolution. Further improvement is
obtained for photons with energies above 50GeV once all layers (i = 1, ..., 8) are used. For
low energetic particles, which deposit most of the energy in the first three (four) layers,
the resolution degrades and it is more beneficial to use only those layers in the η position
calculation.
σ =
a√
E
⊕ c (21)
η =
∑
i ηi · σ−1i∑
i ·σ−1i
(22)
Resolution of the azimuthal angle ϕ for photons and electrons is presented in Fig. 51b.
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Figure 50: Higgs invariant mass distribution by selecting two electromagnetic clusters with
pγT > 30GeV in no pile-up environment, for 〈µ〉 = 200 and 〈µ〉 = 1000. Additional cut on the
transverse momentum of the reconstructed Higgs is applied, improving the mass resolution:
(a) pHT > 100GeV, and (b) p
H
T > 200GeV.
Obtained result for photons is σϕ =
(
3.76√
E
⊕ 0.22
)
·10−3, and for electrons σϕ =
(
4.39√
E
⊕ 0.18
)
·
10−3. For low energetic electrons there is a clear degradation observed due to presence of the
magnetic field.
4.1.4 Timing Resolution
As described in Sec. 1.3, the exact measurement of the time of arrival of particles at the
calorimeter will be very be necessary to help mitigate pile-up. Since the expected number
of proton collisions every bunch crossing (up to 1000) will not happen simulataneously, but,
layer a
(·10−3) c (·10−3)
2 1.34 0.14
3 1.82 0.23
2+3 1.21 0.13
all 1.36 0.10
Table 11: Summary of the pseudorapidity resolution presented in Fig. 51a. It includes two
layers with best resolution: second (finely segmented) and third (usually containing the
shower maximum), as well as combined measurements of those two layers and combined
measurement of all EMB layers.
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Figure 51: (a) Pseudorapidity resolution for two best calorimeter layers: second (red full
circles) and third (blue full squares), as well as combined measurements of those two layers
(green hollow squares) and from all EMB layers (yellow hollow circles). (b) Azimuthal angle
resolution for electrons (blue circles) and photons (red squares).
depending on the exact beam parameters, will take place in a time window of 50 to 500 ps,
a time measurement with O(30 ps) resolution could help to reduce pile-up substantially by
rejecting all particles which arrival time is not compatible with the time of the primary
vertex. Such a timing measurement in front of the calorimeters is planned to be introduced
for HL-LHC for both ATLAS [45] and CMS [46]. Since the measurement is performed before
showers develop, single charged particles will be measured and each track from the inner
tracker will get its time tag.
A timing measurement inside the calorimeter could in addition supply timing information
for neutral particles, that would help to identify the primary vertex for e.g. H → γγ events
as planned for the HL-LHC upgrade of CMS [47]. The high granularity will help to obtain
separate clusters for each incoming particle and keep merging of clusters at a minimal level. A
time tag for each calorimeter cluster would then be a strong handle to reject energy deposits
coming from pile-up vertices. Furthermore, within merged clusters the timing measurement
of single cells could be used to disentangle parts of the cluster containing energy deposits of
different particles. On top of that, the timing information could also be used to obtain higher
connection efficiency between tracks and calorimeter clusters. Again, a timing resolution of
O(30 ps) per cluster would be a good target for a FCC-hh calorimeter.
The timing resolution of a LAr calorimeter will depend on the signal rise time of the
ionisation signal after preamplification and shaping and the electronic noise. The signal rise
time will be determined by the time constants of the preamplifier (defined by the product of
the preamplifier’s input impedance and the cell capacitance, see Sec. 2.2.1) and the shaper,
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as well as the signal amplitude. Whereas the electronic noise depends mainly on the signal
attenuation along the signal traces and read-out cables, and the cell capacitance. The ATLAS
LAr calorimeter was not optimised for a timing measurement, it nevertheless achieves a timing
resolution of O(65 ps) for high energetic clusters. It is expected that a careful optimisation
of all parameters will allow a more precise time measurement of the proposed FCC-hh LAr
calorimeter.
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4.2 Hadronic Showers
The 100TeV proton-proton collisions inside the FCC-hh detector will produce jets with trans-
verse momenta of up to 50TeV. In such jets 10% of the hadrons are expected to have an
energy of at least 1TeV [8]. Thus a precise hadron energy measurement up to very high
energies is essential for several key physics channels. The single hadron reconstruction is a
crucial first step towards the full jet performance.
4.2.1 Reconstruction at the Cell Level
The reconstruction of hadrons in the central barrel region has to combine the energy deposits
in the EMB and HB. This can be done simply by summing up all deposits on EM scale.
However, this leads to sub-optimal results due to the different hadronic energy scales of the
two calorimeters (different e/h ratios), and due to the significant energy loss between the
calorimeters in the passive material of the LAr cryostat. To recover the energy losses, the
correlation between the energy in the cryostat and the energy deposits in the last EMB and
first HB layer can be used as depicted in Fig. 52. The energy reconstruction performed in
this subsection is done without considering yet the electronics noise.
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Figure 52: Correlation of the energy loss of a pion in the LAr cryostat between the EMB and
the HB, and the geometric mean of the energy deposited in the last EMB and first HB layer.
4.2.1.1 Benchmark Method
The so-called benchmark method has been developed for ATLAS test-beam measurements.
It applies a correction for the lost energy between EMB and HB and calibrates the energy
deposits to the hadronic scale. The total energy is reconstructed as following
Ebenchrec = E
EM
EMB · p0 + EhadHB + p1 ·
√∣∣∣EEMBlast layer · p0 · EHBfirst layer∣∣∣+ p2 · (EEMEMB · p0)2 (23)
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The first term, EEMEMB, is the energy sum in the electromagnetic barrel calorimeter. This
energy is by default calibrated to EM scale and thus needs to be corrected by the first
parameter p0. The second term, E
had
HB , is the energy sum in the hadronic calorimeter which is
calibrated to the hadronic scale using instead of the sampling fraction a constant scaling of
fhadronic = 2.4 %. This value has been determined for the HB using a linear fit, similarly as
to determine the EM fraction, but comparing the mean pion instead of electron response to
the true particle energy. The third term determines and corrects the amount of energy lost
between EMB and HB as a function of
√∣∣∣EEMBlast layer · p0 · EHBfirst layer∣∣∣, and the fourth term is a
correction for the non-compensation of the EMB.
The parameters p0, p1, and p2 are determined minimising ξ
2 =
∑
i
(Eitrue−Ebench,irec )
2
E
i
true
with
a sample simulation set of 2,000 pion events with energies of 10, 100, 1000, and 10000GeV
each. Due to the energy dependence of hadronic shower shapes, and the constant parameters
p0, p1, and p2, a non-linearity of up to 10% remains. In a last step this non-linearity is
corrected, using a simple power law fit to the response. Thus, the final energy is measured
following:
Efinalrec =
(
Ebenchrec − p3
p4
)1/p5
(24)
which is valid for particle energies between 10GeV and 1TeV.
The reconstruction parameters are summarised in Table 12. The resulting energy res-
olution and linearity obtained from the sum over all cells without considering electronics
noise, with and without magnetic field are shown in Fig. 53. After the response correction,
a linearity at the level of one percent is obtained.
B [T] p0 p1 p2 [1/GeV] p3 [GeV] p4 1/p5
0 1.062± 0.001 0.659± 0.005 −(6.31± 0.16)× 10−6 −0.83 0.9834 0.9973
4 0.996± 0.002 0.565± 0.006 −(7.42± 0.22)× 10−6 −0.92 0.9697 0.9956
Table 12: Benchmark parameters for single pions, determined at η = 0.36.
The single pion energy resolution of the FCC-hh combined calorimeter system results in
a stochastic term of 44% without magnetic field and 48% with magnetic field respectively
and a constant term of approximately 2%, well inside the requirements described in Sec.1.3.
4.2.1.2 Comparison to Energy Reconstruction using Deep Neural Networks
Deep Neural Networks can bring benefits for the energy reconstruction particularly for had-
ronic showers. As described in Sec. 3.3, a part of the energy reconstruction network is
designed similar to an object identification network in computer vision. Therefore, parts
of the shower can be identified on an event-by-event basis, such as e.g. the EM fraction,
provided sufficiently granular information is available. As a result, the energy resolution
can potentially be much better than for simpler approaches such as the benchmark method
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Figure 53: Energy resolution (bottom) and linearity (top) for single pi− at η = 0.36 using
the benchmark reconstruction on all barrel calorimeter cells. The electronic noise is not
considered here.
described in the previous section. An example of the energy distributions after applying the
DNN (green circles) and benchmark method (blue triangles) to 200GeV pion showers in the
presence of the magnetic field, is shown in Fig. 54a. The better performance of the DNN is
evident. As shown in the top plot of Fig. 54b, the response is very linear between 20 and
1,000GeV, and the resolution (bottom plot) is strongly improved compared to the results
obtained with the benchmark method. The DNN reconstruction achieves a stochastic term
of 37% and the constant term of 1%. It should be noted that these results are obtained with
calorimetry information only (no tracker information), without electronics noise and without
pile-up. It is expected that this approach can also be applied for more realistic assumptions
of noise and pile-up and will profit from additional information from the tracker.
4.2.1.3 Including Electronic Noise at the Cell Level Reconstruction
Realistic estimates of the expected electronic noise have been added to the cells of the EMB
and HB calorimeters. To test the impact on the single pion energy resolution, the included
cells have been limited to a range within a cone in η and φ of radius R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2
with ∆η = ηcell − ηtrue, ∆φ = φcell − φtrue. The expected noise contribution σnoise to the
single particle resolution is estimated by adding in quadrature the noise contributions per
cell. The number of cells within the cone, the noise in EMB and HB, and the total noise for
different cone radii are summarised in Table 13. In the following, the cone radius has been
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Figure 54: (a) Energy distributions, (b) resolution and linearity for charged pions using the
DNN (green) and benchmark (blue) energy reconstruction, with the magnetic field of 4 Tesla
applied.
chosen to contain 98% of the single pion energy over the full energy range, see Fig. 55, and
found to be 0.3/0.4 for B=0/4T, respectively.
The impact of the cone selection on the single pion energy resolution has been studied and
is summarised in Fig. 56. The obtained FCC-hh resolutions are given for B=0T and com-
pared to ATLAS testbeam results [48]. The benchmark method was also used by ATLAS in
the combined testbeam for the energy combination of an electromagnetic liquid argon accor-
dion calorimeter and an hadronic scintillating-tile calorimeter, however featuring a different
ratio of active to passive absorber material with a Sci:Fe ratio of 1:4.7. The cone size of R
= 0.17 corresponds approximately to the selection used in the analysis of the ATLAS test-
beam. The parameters of the energy resolution are listed in Table 14 for different cone sizes,
that correspond to different lateral shower containments C20GeV (values for 20GeV pions).
Figure 56 shows that the FCC setup achieves a better resolution than the ATLAS testbeam
over the full energy range. An improvement with respect to ATLAS is expected due to the
optimised absorber of the HB. However, part of the difference has to be attributed to the
fact that testbeam measurements are compared to simulations assuming perfect calibration
and uniformity of the calorimeter response.
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cone/window EMB
〈noise〉/cell
HB
〈noise〉/cell
EMB cells HB cells EMB
noise
HB
noise
[MeV] [MeV] [#] [#] [GeV] [GeV]
R < 0.40 3.5-40 10 45,080 8,150 2.05 0.9053,230 2.24
R < 0.30 3.5-40 10 25,344 4,610 1.52 0.6829,954 1.66
R < 0.17 3.5-40 10 8,088 1,480 0.86 0.389,568 0.94
0.34× 0.34 3.5-40 10 41,344 7,290 1.98 0.84(DNN) 48,634 2.15
Table 13: Summary of the noise expected for different cone radii, thus different number of
cells around η = 0.36.
R B C20GeV a b c
[rad] [T] [%] [%
√
GeV] [GeV] [%]
0.3 0 98 55.6 1.66 1.7
0.17 0 95 64.5 0.94 1.9
0.4 4 98 59.9 2.24 2.3
0.3 4 95 61.8 1.66 2.3
0.17 4 92 74.1 0.94 2.6
Table 14: Impact of selection cut in R on the stochastic a, noise b, and constant term c for
benchmark reconstruction on cell level. The lateral shower containment, corresponding to
the different cone sizes, is given for 20GeV pions as C20GeV.
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Figure 55: a) Energy fractions of 20-500GeV pions within R in the EMB+HB on the EM
scale. Filled area corresponds to 95% containment. Lateral containment of 95, and 98% of
pion showers in the EMB+HB as a function of the particle energy.
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Figure 56: Left plot (a): Energy distributions for a cone cut of R < 0.3. Right plot (b):
The energy resolution of pions at η = 0.36, with B = 0T is shown for 98%, and 95%
lateral shower containment, corresponding to R < 0.3 and 0.17 respectively. The combined
performance of EMB+HB is compared to ATLAS testbeam results [48].
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4.2.2 Performance of Topological Cell Clustering Algorithm
An example of one pion shower, after topo-clustering is presented in Fig. 57 and visualises
the use of the calorimeters granularity as well as the effective noise suppression by the recon-
struction algorithm. The electronic noise is always included in the case of the reconstruction
using the topo-clustering algorithm.
FCC-hh simulation (Geant4) EMB+HB
100GeV pi− @ η = 0.36, 〈µ〉 = 0, topo-cluster
Figure 57: The energy deposited per calorimeter layer of single 100GeV pion shower in the
EMB+HB. The colour code visualises the amount of energy per calorimeter cell in log scale.
In the following, clusters within a cone around the generated particles with radius
R =
√(
ηclusterrec − ηtrue
)
+
(
φclusterrec − φtrue
)
(25)
are summed up. This cut on the radius is different to the cell selection, previously introduced
in Sec. 4.2.1, since the cluster positions are based on the centre of gravity of the contained
cells, thus the contained cells can extend the selection cone. This selection criterion is used
to substitute the missing information from the tracker, which would effectively preselect a
certain calorimeter area to match the track with calorimeter cluster. This will be crucial
especially in the high pile-up environment.
4.2.2.1 Optimisation of the Topo-Clustering Algorithm
The thresholds of the topological clustering algorithm, introduced in Sec. 3.1.1.2, are optim-
ised for single pions on the EM scale.
The linearity of the response and the energy resolution curves for different parameters
of the topo-clustering algorithm were tested. The results without any cut on R and those
obtained when applying a cut of R < 0.4 around the barycentre of the topo-cluster were
compared, see Fig. 58a and 58b, respectively. The difference between various thresholds is
obvious at low energies only, the different values are in good agreement in the high energy
regime, as expected. The thresholds S = 4 (seed threshold), N = 2 (threshold for neighbours)
and P = 0 (final step), noted in units of σnoise, are found to be optimal. These parameters
result in a good linearity as well as energy resolution for both cases - with and without the cut
on the radius, and they are consistent with the choices made by the ATLAS collaboration [28].
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Figure 58: Energy resolution and linearity of pion showers at the EM scale for different
thresholds of the topo-clustering algorithm with (a) no cut on R applied and (b) with cut
R<0.4 on the barycentre of the topo-cluster.
4.2.2.2 Calibration of Topo-Cluster
The clusters are built of cells which have been calibrated to the EM scale, nevertheless, the
performance can be improved if a correction for the lost energy within the LAr cryostat is
included. To correct for the energy lost between EMB and HB, as described in Sec. 4.2.1.1,
a calibration is applied using the deposited energy in the last EMB and first HB layer as a
measure of the energy deposited in the cryostat. The benchmark correction on topo-cluster
is based on the clustered cells, whereas the total energy per event is given by the sum over
all clusters:
Etopo-clusterrec =
cluster∑
i
Ei, (26)
with cluster energies Ei
Ei =
cells∑
j
EEMEMB, j · p0 +
cells∑
j
EhadHB, j + p1 ·
√∣∣∣EEMlast layer · p0 · EHBfirst layer∣∣∣+ p2 ·
(
cells∑
j
EEMEMB, j · p0
)2
.
(27)
The parameters p0, p1 and p2 are determined on the cell level, and the performance has
been validated. Further tests have been performed to allow for an energy dependence of
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parameters p0, p1 and p2. However, only little further improvement was achieved. Therefore
the simplest approach without energy dependence was used in the following.
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Figure 59: Energy distributions of single pions (a) when adding up all cells with R < 0.4 and
after topo-clustering, both including the benchmark corrections. (b) The energy resolution
and linearity of pion showers in full EMB+HB simulations at η = 0.36. The resolution is
obtained from topo-cluster with 4-2-0 thresholds within R < 0.4. Again, the values with and
without topo-cluster are shown.
The impact of the cluster calibration on the reconstructed energy can be seen in Fig. 59.
The linearity as well as the resolution is improved over the full energy range. In comparison
to the performance obtained when adding up all cells, the improvement due to the decreased
number of cells is most pronounced at 20GeV.
4.2.2.3 Angular Resolutions and Impact of HB Granularity
The highest HB granularity in η of ∆η < 0.006 could be obtained if each scintillating tile is
read out separately. However, to reduce the number of readout channels and thus cost, several
scintillating tiles will be summed together resulting in an effective granularity of ∆η = 0.025.
In this way the number of effective readout channels is reduced from 1,305,600 to 226,307,
still providing a 5 times higher granularity than the current ATLAS Tile calorimeter [15].
The effect on the angular resolution for single pions is discussed in the following, while the
angular resolutions for jets is shown in Sec. 4.5.
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As shown in Fig. 60b, the η-resolution for single pions falls steeply with energy and
improves up to 15% if the full granularity of the HB is exploited. Figure 61b shows the
angular resolution for the two HB granularities as a function of the generated particle rapidity.
The position resolution decreases for the default HB granularity, and increases for the full HB
granularity with increasing η. These tendencies can be explained by the increasing sampling
fraction in the EMB. The HB granularity of ∆η < 0.006 in the full granularity configuration
is finer than the granularity of the EMB with ∆η = 0.01, thus the larger the shower fraction
in the EMB, the worse the resolution. And vice versa, in case of a broader HB segmentation
of 0.025, the larger energy fraction in the EMB improves the resolution.
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Figure 60: (a) Difference between reconstructed and generated η for topo-cluster within
R < 0.4 for 200GeV pions generated at η = 0.36, shown for the finest possible HB granularity
of ∆η < 0.006 (full granularity, blue) compared to the baseline granularity of the HB (∆η =
0.025, red). (b) Impact of the HB granularity on the η resolution for single pions.
To determine whether the full granularity at scintillator level should be exploited, further
studies including particle flow algorithms and particle ID algorithms will be needed. Addi-
tional studies are as well needed to evaluate the impact of the very high pile-up environment
and the power of the high granularity for pile-up suppression.
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Figure 61: (a) Difference between reconstructed and generated η for topo-cluster within
R < 0.4 for 1TeV pions generated at η = 0.5, shown for the finest possible HB granularity
of ∆η < 0.006 (full granularity, blue) compared to the baseline granularity of the HB (∆η =
0.025, red). (b) Angular resolution as a function of η for 1TeV pions, shown for the full HB
granularity (blue) compared to the baseline granularity of the HB (red).
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4.2.2.4 Energy Reconstruction of Single Hadrons in a High Pile-Up Environ-
ment
To determine the performance of the topo-cluster algorithm, 200 simulated minimum bias
events are overlaid to mimic a realistic pile-up environment. It is expected that - due to
the bipolar shaping - the out-of-time pile-up will in average compensate the positive energy
deposit due to in-time pile-up. Therefore, due to the fact that out-of time pile-up is neglected,
the mean energy deposit per calorimeter cell is shifted to positive values. In order to emulate
the effect of out-of time pile-up, the mean value is therefore corrected15 and shifted back to
0, see also Section 3.2.2. However, due to the very steep energy spectrum and small cell sizes
this correction is relatively small with maximum shifts by 25 and 9MeV for 〈µ〉 = 200 of the
EMB and HB cell energies, respectively. The expected noise per cell, needed to determine
the cells significance, are estimated by the quadratic sum of the pile-up and electronics
noise contribution. The pile-up noise contributions are estimated as the RMS of the energy
distribution of 200 and 1,000 minimum bias events per cell, above the respective electronics
noise level, as also described in Sec. 3.2.2. The energy reconstruction within the high pile-
up environment is especially challenging for low energetic particles, due to the number of
pile-up cluster with energies of up to multiple hundreds of GeV (topo-cluster in 4-2-0 mode,
on EM scale) for 〈µ〉 = 200. Fig. 62a shows the energy distribution for topo-cluster (EM
scale) for events with 200 collisions per bunch crossing (〈µ〉 = 200) and Fig. 62b shows the
corresponding number of cluster that are build from 200 minimum bias events in the full EM
and hadronic barrel calorimeters.
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Figure 62: (a) Energy distribution and (b) the number of topo-cluster for events with 200
collisions per bunch crossing (〈µ〉 = 200), on EM scale, and 4-2-0 topo-cluster threshold
configuration.
The linearity and energy resolution for different thresholds at the EM scale with an in-time
15It should be noted that this approach neglects the impact of out-of-time pile-up on the event-to-event
fluctuations due to energy deposits in previous bunch-crossings. An event-to-event correction of the out-of-
time pile-up through the application of advanced filtering algorithms using the full event history is being
studied for the HL-LHC upgrades.
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pile-up of 〈µ〉 = 200 are shown in Fig. 63. To reduce the effect of pile-up, a cylindrical region
with R < 0.3 around the barycentre of the topo-cluster is used to calculate the energy. The
linearity of the energy response is heavily degraded, the ratio of the reconstructed and true
energy exceeds 2.5 for 20GeV pions. This result demonstrates that an energy reconstruction
at 〈µ〉 = 200 needs to incorporate pile-up suppression techniques. The comparison to the
energy resolution without pile-up (solid line) shows the strong impact on the performance
for 〈µ〉 = 200, up to high energies of 5TeV. It is obvious that such high pile-up cannot be
handled with a simple clustering algorithm alone, but more sophisticated rejection techniques
and the information from the tracker will be needed for an accurate energy measurement of
the products of the hard scatter. It was not possible to develop such techniques in the scope
of this study. Figure 63 shows that a small improvement can be achieved by optimising the
thresholds of the topo-cluster algorithm. The thresholds S = 6, N = 2 and P = 0 are chosen
for the following plots.
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Figure 63: Energy resolution and linearity of pion showers at the EM scale for different
thresholds of the topo-clustering algorithm at 〈µ〉 = 200 with a cut of R < 0.3 around the
barycentre of the topo-cluster. The solid line corresponds to the resolution curve for the
default threshold (4-2-0) without pile-up. Configurations with P = 1 were also tried, but
showed no difference from cases with P = 0, therefore not shown in the plot.
The energy resolution for single pions and 200 pile-up events after topo-cluster recon-
struction, including a simple calibration as described in 4.2.2.2, is shown in Fig. 64a. A
strong degradation of the resolution is observed especially at energies below 500GeV, which
increases the stochastic term from 70 to 125%. Additionally, the linearity cannot be ensured
in this scenario due to the addition of pure pile-up clusters, see top plot in Fig. 64a. Due
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to the bad linearity below 50GeV, the resolution fit does not include the low energy points.
The topo-cluster algorithm alone is not able to reject pile-up, which illustrates the need for
either smart cluster energy correction like the jet-area-based offset correction [49], or particle
flow algorithms that match the particle tracks in the tracker to the calorimeter clusters [50].
The effect of pile-up on the number of clusters and the number of clustered cells is shown in
Fig. 65. It is observed that the total number of clusters is increased by one order of mag-
nitude moving from 〈µ〉 = 0 to 200. The energy spectra of these topo-cluster in 〈µ〉 = 200
range from 0 to 260GeV and include up to 12,000 cells.
The comparison of the resolution with the results of the DNN for 〈µ〉 = 200 is shown
in Fig. 64b. As expected, the DNN is able to reconstruct the particle energy with a much
better linearity, and an energy resolution of 46% in the stochastic and 1.8% constant term is
achieved. However, it needs to be mentioned, that electronic noise is in this case not included.
The effect can be estimated by adding in quadrature another 2.15GeV to the noise term to
the original fit, see the dashed blue line in Fig. 64b. The noise value has been determined
from cells within a window of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.34× 0.34, see bottom row in Table 13.
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Figure 64: (a) Energy resolution and linearity of pion showers at η = 0.36 for pile-up of
〈µ〉 = 0/200. The resolution is obtained after topo-clustering in 4-2-0/6-2-0 mode after
calibration, with R < 0.3, and (b) compared for 〈µ〉 = 200 to the performance of the Deep
Neural Network (DNN).
The impact of 〈µ〉 = 1, 000 in-time pile-up on the hadron performance has been tested as
well. However, as the results for 〈µ〉 = 200 already show, are more sophisticated algorithms
needed to reject and suppress pile-up events and contributions, respectively. A first step
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Figure 65: (a) Cluster energies and (b) number of cells per cluster for 100GeV pion showers
at η = 0.36, in EMB+HB for 〈µ〉 = 0 and 200. (c) and (d) show the strong increase in the
total number of topo-cluster, and their energy distribution.
towards improving the topo-cluster algorithm has been recently developed [51].
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4.3 Pion and photon identification using Multivariate Analysis (MVA)
Techniques
In the following, the ability to distinguish single photons from pi0 mesons in the EMB of the
FCC-hh detector is tested. This is an important property to be considered for optimising
the design of the detector as it is key for reducing the background for the important H → γγ
decay. Due to the small mass of the pi0, the two photons coming from a pi0 → γγ decay are
very close to each other and therefore can be misidentified as a single photon. With sufficient
fine granular calorimetry, however, it is possible to detect the separation between the two
photons and therefore distinguish the pi0 signal from a single γ signal. In this study we
analyse the pi0 rejection in the EMB for transverse momenta pT ∈ [10− 80]GeV at |η| = 0.
4.3.1 Methodology
4.3.1.1 Monte Carlo Simulations
The single particle simulations of pi0 and γ in the EMB were produced without considering
pile-up or electronic noise. The number of events analysed for every data point was at least
(1 ± 0.05) × 105 for each particle in order to minimise random fluctuations. The following
geometries were explored:
1. The simplest geometry with cell size ∆η = 0.01 and ∆φ = 0.009 in all layers.
2. The EMB layout with cell size ∆η = 0.0025 and ∆φ = 0.009 in the 2nd Layer and
∆η = 0.01 in all other layers.
3. Geometry 1 with the 2nd layer split in half (in longitudinal direction) while combining
the 7th and 8th layers to maintain a constant number of readout channels.
4. Geometry 2 with the now 4th layer (layer 3 in geometry 1) also halved while combining
the new 6th and 7th layers (layers 5,6,7 and 8 in geometry 1).
5. Geometry 4 with also finer segmentation in φ, ∆φ = 0.0045 in all layers, which effect-
ively doubles the number of layers in the φ direction.
The individual characteristics of all analysed data sets is summarised in Table 15 and the
layer structure for all geometries is illustrated on Fig. 66.
4.3.1.2 Discriminating Variables
The energy and cell data from the single particle simulations was then used to calculate a
set of variables that are expected to distinguish between pi0 and γ energy deposits. These
are inspired by the previous study done on γ/pi0 separation in the 1st compartment of the
ATLAS EMB and adjusted to accommodated more layers provided by the FCC detector.
The variables are defined as follows:
1. Emax - Maximal cell energy deposit for all the cells of the second layer.
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pT [GeV] # used layer η ∆η
∗ ∆φ
Sample 1 10 to 50 3 0 0.01 0.009
Sample 2 10 to 50 3 0 0.0025 0.009
Sample 3 10 to 50 4 0 0.0025 0.009
Sample 4 10 to 80 5 0 0.0025 0.009
Sample 5 10 to 80 5 0 0.0025 0.0045
Table 15: Properties of the data sets used in the analysis. The segmentation in pseudo-
rapidity is set to ∆η = 0.0025 only in the second layer for samples 2 to 5. The "used layer"
refers to the number of longitudinal layers used
Figure 66: Schematic of the distribution of EMB layers in different geometries that were
analysed.
2. E
2
nd
max
- A second energy maximum separate from Emax by at least one cell.
3. Eocore - Fraction of energy deposited outside the shower’s centre where E(±n) is the
energy deposited in ±n cells around the cell with the maximal energy deposit:
Eocore =
E(±n)− E(±1)
E(±1) (28)
with n = 3
4. Edmax - Difference between the second energy maximum and the minimal energy deposit
in the valley between the maximal energy deposit and the second energy maximum:
Edmax = E2ndmax − Emin (29)
5. Wnst - The shower width summed over n central cells along η that are within ±1 of the
φ coordinate of the maximal energy deposit. Here i denotes the cell number and imax
the cell with the maximal energy deposit. It is always computed in the same layer.
Wnst =
∑
Ei · (i− imax)2∑
Ei
(30)
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6. EnT - Energy deposited in the n
th layer divided by the total energy deposited in the
EMB:
EnT =
En
ET
(31)
7. En1 - Energy deposited in the n
th layer divided by the total energy deposited in the 1st
layer of the EMB.
En1 =
En
E1
(32)
The shower width was calculated twice in each layer, using a low and high number of
cells to sum over. EnT and En1 were calculated for all layers but other variables were capped
at 20 cm depth of the EMB since the energy considered here is low and the particles do not
penetrate too far. The corresponding final layer can be seen in Fig. 66. Also, because of the
varying properties of the calorimeter layers such as finer granulation in η in the 2nd layer,
the variables were adjusted for each layer individually to obtain the best discrimination.
For example, the shower width in the 1st layer was summed over 9 and 41 cells whereas it
was summed over 3 and 21 cells in other layers. Figure 67 shows the distributions of the
discriminating variables calculated for the 1st layer of sample 5.
4.3.1.3 Multivariate Data Analysis
The multivariate classification using the discrimination variables was done using the boosted
decision tree (BDT) algorithm of TMVA. This takes repeated decisions on every single vari-
able individually until a criterion is fulfilled and this creates multiple regions in the phase
space which are classified as either signal (γ) or background (pi0). Half of the simulated events
are used for training the analysis methods and obtaining the importance of each variable in
distinguishing between the events i.e. how often they were used to split decision tree nodes.
The other half of events is then analysed with the trained BDT. From this the pi0 rejection
factor, Rpi, is calculated using Equation 33, where B is the fraction of pi
0s rejected at a given
γ signal efficiency.
Rpi =
1
1−B (33)
4.3.1.4 Optimal Geometry
The different geometries of the EMB that were tested are laid out in Sec. 4.3.1.1. All of these
were investigated to find highest pi0 rejection while considering the same calorimeter depth of
20 cm. For sample 3 the 2nd layer was halved and for samples 4 and 5 also the 3rd layer was
halved therefore these contain more data and variables and are expected to perform better.
Figure 68 shows the pi0 rejection obtained with each geometry at various pT for a 90% single
photon reconstruction efficiency.
There is significant improvement in pi0 rejection at pT > 40GeV when fine segmentation
in η is introduced in the 2nd layer. This effect alone increases the rejection above threshold
value as is shown by the yellow line on Fig. 68 which describes the baseline geometry of
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Figure 67: Distributions of discriminating variables for both γ and pi0 with pT = 50 GeV and
η = 0. No pile-up or electronic noise is included.
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Figure 68: pi0 rejection of all samples at pT up to 50GeV for a signal efficiency of 90%. The
threshold value for the pi0 rejection factor is 3.
the FCC EMB. The best choice of geometry is #4 or #5 with also finer segmentation in
φ. These both performed similarly and produced Rpi > 4 at 50GeV while other geometries
were close to Rpi = 3 at this energy but geometry #5 was chosen for the rest of the study
because it contains more information and has potential to be better at higher energies. The
variables were calculated identically for samples 4 and 5 which could be the reason in the
low performance of geometry #5 and could be improved by adjusting the number of φ bins
to consider when calculating each variable. For example, the shower width is calculated
by summing over 3 bins in φ in both cases but for geometry #5 this will contain less hits.
Therefore, more optimization needs to be done to get the full pi0 rejection potential out of
finer segmentation in φ but this preliminary study shows that there does not appear to be
much to gain in this pT range.
Sample 5 uses the highest granularity and up to 45 variables may be considered for the
analysis. However, to improve calculation time some variables were removed from subsequent
analysis while maintaining the largest possible pi0 rejection at higher energies. These were
chosen based on their separating power and correlation with other variables at pT ≥ 50GeV.
Figure 69 shows how the pi0 rejection factor changes when trained with different number of
variables. The separating power of each variable changes with the energy as the pi0 decay kin-
ematics become different. Table 16 shows the ranking of variables based on their separating
power at 10GeV and 80GeV.
In subsequent analysis the number of discriminating variables is lowered to 15 as this
produces a similar result to 45 variables but in a shorter time. The difference is most
prominent at lower energies (10 - 40GeV) and negligible at higher energies (50 - 80GeV).
Since the pi0 rejection factor is very high at the lower energy region and although pi0 rejection
is crucial at lower energies as well, this effect can be ignored because the rejection is large
regardless. It is possible to optimize the training at every simulated pT point to obtain a better
overall rejection. From Table 16 it is apparent that the variables have different separating
power at different pT when comparing the most important variables at pT = 10GeV and
pT = 80GeV. Adjusting the variables for training of each data set will improve the results
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rank variable variable variable
pT = 10GeV pT = 50GeV pT = 80GeV
1 W3st (layer 3) W3st (layer 3) W3st (layer 3)
2 W3st (layer 2) W3st (layer 2) Eocore (layer 1)
3 Emax (layer 2) Emax (layer 1) Emax (layer 1)
4 Emax (layer 3) Eocore (layer 1) W3st (layer 2)
5 E3T Emax (layer 2) W3st (layer 4)
6 W21st (layer 3) W3st (layer 4) Emax (layer 2)
7 W3st (layer 4) Emax (layer 3) Emax (layer 3)
8 Emax (layer 1) E4T Eocore (layer 2)
9 Eocore (layer 1) Eocore E1T
10 W21st (layer 2) W9st (layer 1) W9st (layer 1)
11 E1T E8T E3T
12 E8T E21 E5T
13 Edmax (layer 1) e01 E8T
14 E2T Emax_l04 E21
15 Eocore (layer 3) Emax_l00 Emax (layer 4)
Table 16: The top 15 discriminating variables ranked by their method specific separating
power at different pT for sample 5.
obtained in this study since only the top 15 variables at pT = 50GeV are considered for
training at every pT .
4.3.2 pi0 Rejection
The pi0 rejection for transverse momenta 10 ≤ pT ≤ 80GeV at pseudorapidity η = 0 was
investigated using sample 5 for pi0 → γγ events. It was found that a pi0 rejection factor above
3 can be obtained for up to pT = 75GeV in this regime, see Figure 70. This result along
with the one shown on Fig. 68 suggest that there is reason to investigate finer segmentation
in φ further. In this analysis, ∆φ = 0.0045 for all layers was assumed in geometry #5, but it
is likely sufficient to have ∆φ = 0.0045 in one or two layers only while maintaining a similar
performance in terms of pi0 rejection. The best segmentation would have to be optimized
with simulations. Compared to the previous study done on the ATLAS EMB, the number of
discriminating variables is increased because of multiple layers and higher granularity in the
detector. Owing to this the pi0 rejection factor obtained here is significantly improved. The
mean value over all pT was found to be Rpi = 3.58±0.16 without pile-up which is considerably
higher than Rpi = 2.82± 0.19 found in ATLAS for pT ∈ [20− 75]. It is important to note the
difference in the number of events analyzed in each study, the statistics here is much higher
(O(105) vs O(103) events) which gives a more accurate but possibly lower rejection value.
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Figure 69: pi0 rejection calculated at 50GeV and 90% signal efficiency with different number
of discriminating variables chosen based on their separating power and correlation. The right
axis shows the time needed for training the BDT.
4.4 DNN based Particle Identification at 〈µ〉 = 1000
Pattern recognition is a strong domain of DNNs, that are trained to discriminate between
individual patterns exploiting symmetries of the problem such as translation invariance. Sim-
ilar techniques are used to separate individual particles from pile-up and identify them using
calorimeter information by interpreting the showers as 3 dimensional images, as described
in Section 3.3. Individual DNNs are trained for 0 and 1000 pile-up, each discriminating
simultaneously between electrons, photons, muons, charged and neutral pions.
As shown in Fig. 71, the discrimination between muons and charged pions is excellent
using calorimeter information only, even with 1000 pile-up. Without pile-up or when dis-
criminating against electromagnetic showers, the performance shown here is further exceeded.
The mild energy dependence is less pronounced without pile-up.
An important ingredient for the identification of photons is their separation from neutral
pions that decay into two non-prompt photons, as discussed in the previous section, leaving
two electromagnetic showers in the calorimeter. With increasing energy, these two showers
merge, making the distinction between prompt photons and neutral pions even more challen-
ging. In addition, energy deposits from pile-up make it harder to separate the showers. As
shown in Fig. 71, this also applies to the DNN based identification. Photons with energies
below 50GeV can be well disentangled from neutral pions in particular without pile-up. For
pile-up and higher energies, the discrimination power decreases, which could only be mitig-
ated by a higher EMB granularity and requires further investigations. It has to be mentioned
that the used simulation samples featured the basic EMB geometry, which has been named as
sample 1 in Sec. 4.3.1.1. Thus the TMVA study displays better performance without pile-up
and the optimised EMB geometry of sample 4 and 5.
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4.5 Jets
Hadronizing quarks form particle jets and produce hadronic and electromagentic cascades in
the calorimeters. The main components of these jets are photons, hadrons and marginally
leptons that share the primary quarks’ momentum. The jet content in the number of particles
and particle energy is shown in Fig. 72a. While only ∼ 60% of the particles within a jet are
hadrons, they carry around 75% of the total energy. The other 25% of the energy is carried
by photons, which are measured in the EM calorimeter 16.
The fraction of the total transverse momentum carried by charged single hadrons within
these jets is shown in Fig. 72b. These fractions corresponds to the particles in the FCC-hh
reference detector that do not reach the calorimeters but instead curl up within the tracking
system due to the 4T magnetic field. The minimum pminT necessary is estimated to
pminT = 0.3 · 4T · r0, (34)
with r0 corresponding to the radial distance of the second barrel ECal layer from the inter-
action point of 1.97m at η = 0.
This corresponds to a minimum of pT > 2.4GeV to reach the calorimeter in the presence
of a 4T magnetic field. Thus the jet performance in the presence of a 4T magnetic field
is expected to be seriously impacted by this effect if the calorimeter system alone is used,
without any tracker information. Therefore, the performance of the calorimeter system is
shown in the following without the magnetic field. Future studies are planned to combine
the tracking information with the calorimeter clusters using particle flow algorithms.
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Figure 72: (a) Particle and energy fraction of hadrons, leptons, and photons within QCD jets
of pT = 100GeV. (b) Fraction of charged hadrons with pT < 2.4GeV in jets of transverse
momenta pT, gen = 50, 100, and 5, 000GeV.
The jet reconstruction of the FCC-hh calorimeter system is based on the standard anti-kT
algorithm described in Sec. 3.1.2, which uses topological clusters as input.
16It should be noted that the fractional energies dependent on the energy of the jet
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4.5.1 Jet energy resolution and energy scale
In the following, the jet pT resolution, in the absence of magnetic field, is shown for di-jet
events of up, down and strange quarks with transverse momenta of 20GeV to 10TeV. The
jets are measured in the FCC-hh barrel calorimeters using so-called "calibrated" topo-clusters
that are calibrated to the hadronic scale if they contain cells in the HB, or cells in both the
EMB and HB. Additionally, the calibration corrects for the lost energies within the LAr cryo-
stat between the EM calorimeter and the HCAL, see more details in Sec 4.2.2.2. To determine
the performance, additionally to the rec-jets built from clusters, the jet reconstruction is also
run on stable, final-state, generated particles which represent the so-called truth/generated -
jets. For the determination of the resolution, the reconstructed and truth jets are matched
within a distance of R < 0.3. In case of the reconstructed jets, only the two leading jets with
the highest transverse momentum are selected and considered for the precT /p
gen
T distributions.
The momentum resolution is determined in 16 pT bins, and an example of one distribution
and the corresponding Gaussian fit within ±2σ is shown in Figure 73a and 73b.
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Figure 73: Jet pT distributions for (a) 15 and (b) 125GeV jets. Reconstructed from topo-
cluster in 4-2-0 mode after calibration, using the jet clustering algorithm for 〈µ〉 = 0.
Without B-field, the FCC-hh barrel calorimeters alone achieve a jet energy resolution with
a constant term < 2 %, see Fig. 74b. Further development of reconstruction techniques like
particle-flow algorithms, are expected to improve the jet energy measurement in the medium
and low pT range by using tracking information for jet constituents. Due to the large spread
of particles for the case of B = 4T, a combined reconstruction of jets with the tracker is
compulsory. Even without B-field a non-linearity of the mean transverse momentum of up
to 25% at low pT remains after the simplistic topo-cluster energy reconstruction as shown in
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Fig. 74a.
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Figure 74: Jet pT (a) response and (b) resolution after topo-cluster reconstruction in 4-2-0
mode after calibration, using the jet clustering algorithm for 〈µ〉 = 0.
The average energy response to jets is shown in Fig. 75a, and shows a constant response in
pseudo-rapidity for the central barrel of the FCC-hh calorimeters. In a next step, a method
to correct the jet energy scale, as done for the ATLAS experiment [52], could be applied
using a numerical inversion procedure similarly to the second step of the benchmark method.
The center of gravity of the reconstructed jets has been tested along ηgen, see Fig. 75b, and
do show a slight bias towards smaller ηrec for increasing pseudo-rapidity. However, this effect
is on the sub-percent level.
4.5.2 Angular resolutions
First tests of the chosen angular segmentation of the EM and hadronic calorimeters have
started. One adjustment made for optimising the separation of photons and pi0 by a highly
segmented 2nd ECal layer (see Sec. 4.3). The impact of the full η granularity of the HB has
been tested with single pions in Sec. 4.2.2.3, and an improvement in the angular resolution
of up to 15% was determined. However, this comes with the cost of a 6 times higher number
of readout channels.
The η granularity of the HB has been tested on di-jet events and the precision on which
the jet angle can be measured. The results are presented in Fig. 76a and 76b for the pseudo-
rapidity and the azimuthal angle, respectively. The determined precision of < 0.01 in both
η and φ, lies well below the HCAL granularity of 0.025 for jet pT larger than 40GeV. This
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Figure 75: (a) Average energy response as a function of the pseudo-rapidity of the jets with
pT 50, 500, and 5000GeV. (b) The signed difference of ηgen and ηrec.
indicates that the intrinsic calorimeter segmentations is still being exceeded by the combin-
ation of cells. However, a further increase of the η granularity of the HB is not improving
the jet angular resolution significantly which supports the choice for the reference detector
design. Studies of the cell granularity of the hadronic calorimeter, optimised for jet sub-
structure variable, have shown similar results [53] and support the chosen granularity of
∆η ×∆φ = 0.025× 0.025 for the hadronic calorimeter. Including more sophisticated jet re-
construction techniques like particle flow algorithms or DNNs could be however more sensitive
to the granularity and thus point into another direction.
4.5.3 Outlook
4.5.3.1 Pile-up jet identification
Pile-up interactions can affect the global event reconstruction in many ways. In extreme
pile-up regimes (PU> 200), random associations of low energy showers can fake prompt jets,
especially in the forward region of the detector where large amounts of energy are deposited.
This can have large effects on measurements of processes that feature the presence of forward
jets such as vector boson fusion Higgs production. Pile-up jets can be disentangled from
prompt jets by exploiting the difference in the longitudinal and transverse energy profile. In
Fig. 77 (left) the energy of the jet per layer normalized to the total jet energy is shown as
a function of the layer number. It can be seen clearly that a large fraction of the energy
is deposited in the first layers for pile-up jets. The explanation is that pile-up jets feature
a uniform soft energy distribution among its consituents that penetrate few layers of the
calorimeter, as opposed to a prompt QCD jet that is typically made up of fewer and harder
long lived hadrons. Similarly the transverse energy profile, integrated over all layers of
the ECAL and HCAL subdetectors can be seen respectively in Fig. 77 (center and right).
Prompt jets concentrate their deposited energy on a well-defined center whereas pile-up jets
feature a uniform diffuse transverse energy profile. Having at disposal such handles, provided
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Figure 76: Angular resolution in pseudo-rapidity η and azimuthal angle φ for jets up to
|η| < 0.5. The red curve show the results on cell level with the HB tiles merged in ∆η = 0.025,
and the blue points/curves show the resolution obtained with ultimate HB granularity of
∆η < 0.006.
by a high longitudinal and tranverse segmentation will clearly improve the identification of
pile-up jets. Finally we note that an optimal pile-up rejection can be performed with the so-
called particle flow approach [4] that aims at combining optimally calorimetric and tracking
information into single particle candidates. Since particle-flow does rely on extrapolating and
matching reconstructed tracks to calorimeter deposits, it is clear that in order to achieve an
optimal performance with such an approach the highest possible transverse and longitudinal
granularity should be aimed for.
4.5.3.2 Boosted objects, substructure
The impact of a high lateral segmentation can be seen on observables that are sensitive to the
angular separation in jets. The mass of a highly boosted jet depends both on the energy and
the angular separation of hadrons and can be used for such an investigation. Another useful
variable is the N-subjettiness ratio τ2,1. A detailed description of this complex observable
can be found here [54]. We simply point out that this variable is also built from the energy-
momentum vector of the jets constituents. It is expected to peak at values close to 0 if the jet
features a 2-prong structure (such as W, Z of Higgs jets) and close to 1 if the jet substructure
is one prong-like. Jets are reconstructed with anti-kT algorithm [55] with R=0.2 directly
from calorimeter hits. No magnetic field was applied in the simulation implying that charged
and neutral hadrons are treated equally and no pile-up was assumed. In Figure 78 (left) we
show the reconstructed jet mass for W, Z and QCD with pT = 500 GeV. A good separation
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Figure 77: Left: Transverse energy deposited as a function of calorimeter layer by QCD jets
and by jets reconstructed from pile-up. Centre/Right: Radial profile of QCD jets and jets
made from pile-up in the EMB (centre) and in the HB (right).
between QCD and V=W,Z jets can be observed, as well as decent discrimination between
W and Z bosons. In Figure 78 (right) we show the τ2,1 variable. Although W and Z jets
can hardly be discriminated with τ2,1 (both feature a two-prong structure), it is clear that
this observable provides a handle versus background QCD jets. It should be noted that
this preliminary study does not make use of tracking, that is expected to provide additional
angular separation power for jets, especially in combination with calorimetric information
using the particle-flow approach. In such paradigm, high (transverse) granularity is indeed
crucial in order to uniquely assign tracks to calorimeter deposits.
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Figure 78: Distributions of the jet mass (left) and τ2,1 (right) for boosted W, Z and QCD
jets with pT > 500 GeV.
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5 Alternative Technology for the EM Barrel Calorimeter
5.1 Silicon Tungsten Calorimeter
In addition to the LAr baseline, the feasibility of a sampling electromagnetic calorimeter
using silicon as the sensitive layer and tungsten as the absorber (SiW) has been studied
for the FCC-hh. Two distinct readout modes have been investigated: a conventional ana-
logue readout Si calorimeter such as those proposed for the ILD electromagnetic calorimeter
within CALICE [56], and the CMS HGCAL [5]; and an ultra granular digital electromagnetic
calorimeter that counts the number of particles in a shower, rather than the energy they de-
posit, first investigated by the SPiDeR collaboration [57] and later adopted as a potential
technology for the ALICE FoCal [58].
Current developments in Depleted MAPS have demonstrated a radiation tolerance of at
least 1015 neq/cm
2 [59] and is assumed that the required radiation tolerance in the ECAL
barrel (as stated in Tab. 1) will be achieved on the timescales of the project. However, the
radiation tolerance required in the forward regions at the FCC-hh are an order of magnitude
higher, and as such, we do not envisage the use of silicon in these regions of the calorimeter.
The silicon based electromagnetic calorimeter barrel consists of five modules in z, each with
eight staves arranged in an octagonal configuration as shown in Fig 79. Each stave is seg-
mented longitudinally into 50 layers of alternating silicon and 0.6X0 of absorbing material to
achieve the necessary calorimeter depth of 30X0. The impact on the number of layers, cell
size, and choice of absorbing material are detailed here.Tungsten, with a radiation length of
3.5mm, was chosen as the absorbing material for two main reasons: firstly, its Molier`e radius
of 9.3mm leads to compact electromagnetic showers and allows better separation of nearby
showers and pile-up events; and secondly, the calorimeter itself can be much more compact,
reducing the size and cost of all the detector components outside of it. An air gap of 3mm
for services was included between each alternating pair of silicon and tungsten. The silicon
electromagnetic calorimeter operates at room temperature and as such, there is no need for a
cryostat that would introduce additional passive material in front of the calorimeter systems.
5.1.1 Analogue Readout
For the analogue variant of the SiW, a layer of 300µm silicon is assumed. This value is
consistent with the pad detectors used for CALICE and the CMS HGCAL and leads to a
sampling fraction, fsampl = 5.3 × 10−3. The silicon is divided in to 5×5mm2 pads, leading
to ∼108 readout channels. As the main focus of these studies was the digital readout, the
analogue calorimeter has a simplistic clustering algorithm to find the total energy of the
shower as there has been no consideration of pile-up removal. However, as the granularity
of the analogue and digital readouts (following reconfiguration from pixels to pads) are both
5×5mm2, and as detailed below, the digital case allows for excellent suppression of pile-up
events, it can be assumed that the same will be possible for the analogue silicon ECAL.
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Figure 79: The cross section of the silicon electromagnetic barrel calorimeter. The centre
of each of the eight staves was fixed to the inner radius of the baseline design to ensure the
calorimeter remained within the required envelope.
5.1.2 Digital Readout
The basic premise of the digital electromagnetic calorimeter (DECal) is to count the number
of particles in the shower rather than the energy they deposit. The currently envisaged
DECal pixels only register one hit even if multiple particles pass through the given pixel.
Therefore, the DECal begins to saturate should more than one particle traverse each pixel
per readout cycle. In order to prevent this situation even in the very dense shower cores, the
cells must be very small. A cell size of 50×50µm2 was therefore used for previous studies for
the International Large Detector (ILD) at the ILC [60]. To achieve a calorimeter with the
required granularity, CMOS Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) are proposed. Each
pixel of a MAPS contains the required readout electronics, can be read out every 25 ns
bunch crossing, and, due to recent developments, can withstand the required radiation levels
expected in the FCC-hh barrel region (see Tab. 1). A typical cross section of a MAPS device
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is shown in Fig. 80. When a MIP traverses the sensor, the deposited energy liberates electron-
hole pairs in the epitaxial layer which diffuse (or drift in the case of depleted MAPS) to the
collection electrodes.
Figure 80: The cross section of a typical MAPS device, taken from [61]
The studies in this document assume an 18µm epitaxial thickness, on a substrate of
300µm. The 50×50µm2 pitch pixels are summed into 5×5 mm2 pads to reduce the data
rate. A depleted MAPS device, capable of collecting all the charge within the pixel and
summing the number of pixels in the pad within 25 ns has been designed, fabricated and
tested for the proposed FCC-hh DECal [62].
5.2 Software Implementation
5.2.1 Hit Generation and Digitisation
Figure 81: The workflow of the SiW calorimeter system as implemented in FCCSW
Both of the SiW geometries are implemented and scored in the simulation at the same
time to allow for direct comparisons to be made between the two technologies. Each layer
of the calorimeter consists of an 18µm silicon epitaxial sensitive volume, used for scoring
the digital hits, and a 300µm silicon substrate for scoring the analogue deposits. A 2.1mm
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thick tungsten absorber is located directly after the two silicon layers, followed by a 3mm
air gap. The standard 4T field is used for all studies and the inner radii of the first layer
is consistent with the baseline design. In the first instance both the epitaxial and substrate
layers are segmented in to 50×50µm2 pixels to allow a single detector object to score all
energy deposits. The energy deposits are then filtered depending on the analysis stream as
outlined in Fig. 81. For the analogue SiW, all the energy deposits which occur within the
substrate are selected, the pixels are grouped into 5×5 mm2 pads, the energy deposited in all
pixels in a pad are summed together, and finally all pads which contain an energy deposit
are summed to yield the total energy deposited in an event. For these studies, there is no
threshold applied to the analogue case and all energy deposits are combined. This makes the
analogue results optimistic due to the electronic noise anticipated with a 5×5mm2 pad [5].
The DECal analysis flow begins by selecting the hits which occur in the epitaxial layer and
summing the energy deposits in each pixel and applying a threshold of 480 electrons to each
pixel (corresponding to a 6σ noise cut in the DECal reconfigurable MAPS sensor device
level simulations). The pixels which remain after thresholding are then reconfigured and
resegmented in to 5×5 mm2 pads and the number of pixels above threshold in each pad, and
the mean η and φ are found. The sum of all pixels in all pads is then found to yield the
signal in the calorimeter.
5.2.2 Noise and Pile-up
In the DECal there are approximately 1012 pixels covering the barrel region, each with an
estimated noise level of 80 electrons prior to irradiation from device simulation and meas-
urements of the new reconfigurable DECal sensor [62]. A MIP transversing 18µm of silicon
has a most probable energy deposit of 1400 electrons. Applying a threshold of 480 electrons
maintains an excellent particle detection efficiency and yields a probability of a pixel firing
due to noise of 10−8 which translates to 104 pixels firing every bunch crossing. As these are
caused by random noise fluctuations they will be evenly distributed, with a low hit density
throughout the barrel region and are easily mitigated by searching for clusters. The electronic
noise is generated in the simulations on an event by event basis by randomly generating 104
pixel addresses and merging these with the pixel addresses prior to the reconfiguration of the
sensor into pads. Whilst this creates an excess of pixels in a shower, the fraction is negligible
due to the low hit density and can thus be ignored in these studies.
A larger and altogether more difficult source of noise hits to identify and remove arises
from pile-up events. Whilst most of the additional hits will be caused by low energy particles
which can be easily mitigated in the same way as the random noise hits, the presence of
high energy particles which cause dense showers in the calorimeter will require additional
information from other detector sub-systems to fully remove. The energy deposits for pile-up
events were generated on a single pile-up event basis and then randomly selected and merged
with the signal and the electronic noise pixels, before thresholds were applied. In these
studies, we remove these dense secondary showers by requiring that the pad corresponding
to the cluster seed (described in the following section) has at least 30 pixels that are above
threshold. Distributions of the maximum pad occupancy for 20 GeV electrons, and for 140
pile-up and 1000 pile-up events can be seen in Fig. 82. Whilst it is clear that a higher cut
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value will remove a greater proportion of the pile-up clusters, the cut has been optimised for
maximum efficiency for 20GeV electron showers.
Figure 82: The maximum number of pixel hits per pad for different levels of pile-up and
20GeV electrons.
5.2.3 DECal clustering
The DECal clustering algorithm is a modified version of the sliding window algorithm as
detailed in Section 3.1.1.1. The entire barrel region is scanned for the 5×5mm2 pad containing
the most pixels above threshold, Padmax, which is then used as the cluster seed. The mean η
and mean φ of all pixels in Padmax are calculated, and ∆η, ∆φ found for all hits in the barrel
relative to these values. The total number of pixels above threshold in a cone, originating
from the interaction point, is summed for each layer. The mean value of Padmax with no
pile-up, increases with incident particle energy due to a larger particle density in the shower
core. This relationship has been parameterised with a second order polynomial which allows
a first estimate of the incident energy to be made. Using the first estimate of energy, the
cone width, in η, and φ is then extracted from a second parameterisation of the shower
width versus incident particle energy. Typical values for a 100GeV shower are ∆η = 0.020,
∆φ = 0.015, which highlights the compactness of the showers due to the use of tungsten as
the absorber.
Fig. 83 shows the number of pixels over threshold in the entire DECal for just the signal,
signal with 140 minimum bias events, and signal with 1000 minimum bias events both before
and after clustering has been applied. It is clear that a huge fraction of the pile-up is
removed using the clustering. There is a finite number of events where the cluster seed is
associated with a pile-up event, for completeness of this study these events are included in
the final sample. However, these should be removed with more sophisticated analyses using
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other detector components and particle flow algorithms. The fraction of pixels in a cluster
originating from pile-up events rises to 9% for a 20GeV electron in the presence of 1000
minimum bias events. These pixels cannot be removed as it is not possible to determine
whether a pixel is over threshold due to the signal, electronic noise, pile-up interactions, or a
combination of the three. However, this fraction quickly falls to the percent level for showers
of electrons greater than 100GeV.
Figure 83: The mean total number of pixels over threshold in an event for the different pile-
up scenarios both before and after clustering (a) and only after clustering to highlight the
performance (b).
5.2.4 Non-Linearity Corrections
In an ideal calorimeter the response as a function of incident energy should be linear. As
highlighted in Fig. 83 the response of the DECal becomes non linear for energies above
300GeV. This is due to the particle density in these showers being greater than 1 particle
/ pixel and yielding an under counting by the DECal. To correct for this a second order
polynomial is used to convert the number of pixels in an event to the incident energy. In-
terestingly, the addition of the air gap for services between the absorbing and silicon of the
next layer improves the linearity of the DECal. This is in part due to the showers having a
greater distance over which they develop before reaching the next layer. Counter-intuitively
the number of pixels recorded in an event with an increasing air gap decreases rather than
increasing as one would expect from the increased inter particle separation in the shower.
This is due to very low energy particles exiting the tungsten layer which in the presence of
a magnetic field do not reach the silicon layer when they are seperated by the air gap. The
behaviour and implication of these low energy particles need further study for the DECal
concept.
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A further non-linear correction which needs to be applied for the DECal is the number of
pixels as a function of η. In a conventional calorimeter, as the angle of the incident particle
increases, so does the distance that the particle traverses in both the absorber and sampling
material. In the DECal, there is no increase to the signal as a function of angle as we are
counting pixels over threshold rather than the sum of all energy deposits. This effect has
been studied previously for the ILC and is a small effect along the majority of the barrel; the
current studies focus on η = 0 so the impact is negligible.
5.3 Performance
5.3.1 Comparison in the absence of pile-up
Single electron showers were simulated in the absence of pile-up for the detector geometry
detailed in the previous sections, for both the analogue and DECal read out methods. This
allows a direct comparison to be made between the modalities and not the reconstruction
methods. The linearity of response for the two modalities can be seen in Figure 84. The
non-linearity of the DECal above 300GeV can be clearly seen, with a non-linearity of 2.5%
observed at 700GeV. Below this point, where the calorimeter is not saturating, the linearity
is excellent as is the performance of the analogue case. Table 17 highlights the resolution
for 20GeV, 100GeV, 500GeV, and 1000GeV electrons for both the analogue and DECal.
The DECal has a total energy resolution of 1.1% for a 1000GeV electron compared to 0.8%
for the analogue case. The bottom of the table displays the results of fits of the resolution
function Eq. 1.
Figure 84: The linearity of response for single electrons in the barrel (η = 0) for the analogue
SiW ECal (blue dots) and the DECal (red squares) in the absence of any pile-up.
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Energy Analogue DECal DECal DECal
[GeV] 〈µ〉=0 〈µ〉=0 〈µ〉=140 〈µ〉=1,000
20 0.042 0.041 0.043 0.058
100 0.019 0.020 0.021 0.023
500 0.009 0.012 0.012 0.012
1000 0.008 0.011 0.011 0.011
a [%
√
GeV] 17.9 17.0 17.9 17.9
b [GeV] 0.249 0.231 0.249 0.808
c [%] 0.47 0.98 0.97 0.96
Table 17: The total energy resolution for the DECal and analogue readout for various energies
of interest at the FCC-hh. In the bottom part of the table the fit parameters a, b, and c
determining the stochastic term, the noise term and the constant term of the energy resolution
as defined in Eq. 1, are listed.
5.3.2 Impact of pile-up on DECal
The impact on performance of the DECal for two pile-up configurations, 〈µ〉=140 and
〈µ〉=1000, was investigated. It should be noted that the clustering algorithm is now applied.
At higher energies, the fraction of pile-up hits remaining after clustering is small compared to
the very dense showers and as such the energy resolution tends to the same value. However,
at lower energies the remaining fraction becomes significant and the resolution degrades with
pile-up. At 20GeV, 9% of all pixels over threshold originate from pile-up. As can be seen in
Tab. 17, the addition of pile-up deteriorates the stochastic term and the noise term. The total
energy resolution is again shown in Table 17 for each scenario. Interestingly, the linearity of
the calorimeter at higher energies appears to improve for higher pile-up. It should be noted
that this cannot be the case and is an artefact arising from an increased number of pile-up
hits at lower energies causing a distortion to the regime in which we fit over.
5.4 Discussion
The energy resolution presented here of ∼ 17 %√GeV/√E for the FCC-hh SiW ECAL are
consistent with previous studies in CALICE and for the CMS HGCAL. It has been shown that
the DECal concept holds for showers up to 300GeV before the saturation of multiple particles
traversing a single pixel becomes significant. Therefore, the impact on the physics from the
use of the DECal is heavily dependant on the processes involved and beyond the scope of
these studies. The assumed performance of the DECal pixel for these studies matches that
of the prototype reconfigurable CMOS MAPS for outer tracking and calorimetry described
in [62]. Reduced noise and additional functionality to cope with multiple hits in a pixel would
be easily realised in future versions of the chip to extend the linearity regime.
The LAr baseline offers an improved energy resolution compared to either of the SiW
options. However, the intrinsic standalone energy resolution of the ECal is not the only para-
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(a) (b)
Figure 85: Single electron DECal energy resolution (a) and linearity (b) for 〈µ〉=0, 〈µ〉=140,
and 〈µ〉=1000.
meter for consideration in future detectors. Detectors that utilise Particle Flow Algorithms
(PFA) will offer improved performance as the detector sub-system best suited for measuring
each particle type is used. An essential aspect to PFA is the granularity and longitudinal
segmentation of the detectors. The SiW options offer an improvement over the LAr for both
of these and as such could offer improved PFA performance. In addition, the granularity
of the SiW options are capable of measuring the internal structure of the denser showers
induced in the tungsten and therefore are expected to offer increased pi0 discrimination from
single photons and better τ identification. In these studies the most basic reconstruction has
been used for the DECal where the total number of pixels corresponds directly to the energy
of the particle. However, the ultra high granularity and large number of longitudinal layers
of the DECal would also allow complex pattern recognition to be implemented to measure
the energy. One such study using the number of pixels and ratio of these per layer was able
to improve the linear response of the DECal [63].
The SiW options would operate at room temperature and as such would not require a
cryostat, not only would this reduce the complexity of the design and the amount of material
traversed before the calorimeters, but the inner radius of the calorimeter systems could also
be reduced. The use of tungsten as the absorbing material reduces significantly the depth
of the ECAL and therefore reduces the size of all the sub systems outside of the ECAL. It
is anticipated that the cost of silicon detector systems will undergo significant reductions
on the envisaged timescales before the FCC-hh construction begins, and whilst tungsten
is expensive, the combination of silicon and smaller radii of external detector components
promises significant cost saving benefits for the detector as a whole.
Finally, a hybrid approach, using a very high granularity pre-shower detector complemen-
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ted by a more conventional energy measuring calorimeter, may offer an alternative optimisa-
tion but at the cost of a higher radial space required for the calorimeter and subsequent cost
increases for outer sub-detectors and magnet system.
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6 Summary
The goal of the international FCC study was to develop a conceptual design of a future
circular collider including possible experiments to exploit its full physics potential, in time to
serve as an input for the update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics that started
in 2019. The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) that appeared in four volumes, with the
third volume describing a possible hadron collider [3], FCC-hh, summarises the results of
this study.
In order to demonstrate that the full physics potential of such a hadron collider could
be exploited, a conceptual design of a possible FCC-hh experiment was developed. Many
studies were conducted, that led to the short summary in [3]. This report presents the details
of those studies conducted to develop the conceptual design of the calorimeter system and
explains the reasoning behind the various design decisions that have been made. In general,
the main focus was to demonstrate the feasibility of a calorimeter system that could fulfil the
physics requirements which are briefly outlined at the beginning of this note. Beyond that,
some promising alternative technologies are also described, but it goes without saying, that
other designs to realise such a FCC-hh calorimeter system might exist.
The general strategy has been followed:
• determine a calorimeter concept from a pen and paper detector, and develop a possible
design of a calorimeter system for FCC-hh (see Sec. 2);
• implement this conceptual calorimeter system into a realistic simulation of a realistic
FCC-hh experiment (see Sec. 3) and
• evaluate if the performance of such a calorimeter system would meet the expected
performances (see Sec. 4).
Whereas final state particles in a future FCC-hh experiment will be identified and meas-
ured by combining the information of several detectors, the main focus of this document
was to evaluate the standalone performance of the calorimeter system. As demonstrated in
Sec. 4.1, most required performance benchmarks for electromagnetic showers can already be
achieved by a standalone measurement in the proposed electromagnetic calorimeter, based on
LAr as active material with lead-steel absorbers, even at highest expected pile-up. Neverthe-
less, a combination with the measurement in the tracker will further improve this perform-
ance, mainly through pile-up suppression. For the hadronic calorimeter a sampling “Tile”
calorimeter with scintillating tiles and passive stainless steel and lead absorbers is proposed
in the barrel and extended barrel, and a LAr/Cu calorimeter in the forward region. The per-
formance for hadrons and jets, discussed in detail in Sections 4.2 and 4.5 respectively, shows
that the proposed calorimeter system achieves very good results at low pile-up and without
magnetic field, but will have to be combined with the inner tracker via particle flow and
pile-up suppression algorithms to achieve the required performance at a 4T magnetic field
and highest pile-up regime. In a nutshell, it has been shown that the proposed calorimeter
concept performs as expected, but only a combination with the inner tracker will achieve the
ultimate performance in the highest pile-up scenario. The high granularity of the proposed
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calorimeter system will facilitate this combination with the inner tracker through the use of
particle flow and will provide 3D imaging information for machine learning algorithms that
will be used for energy reconstruction, particle ID and pile-up suppression.
A promising alternative technology is presented in Sec. 5 based on Si sensors as active
material (digital or analogue read-out) and tungsten absorber plates, which is inspired by
the on-going R&D for the upgrades of the current LHC detectors. This detector technology
focuses even more on facilitating the combination with the inner tracker by even higher
lateral granularity and more longitudinal layers, while accepting a slightly worse standalone
performance for electromagnetic showers.
For all the described calorimeters concepts, future studies will be needed to determine
the best solution. Additional R&D in two main directions will be crucial to prepare these
concepts for more technical designs:
• R&D on the detector concepts, technical designs and prototypes demonstrating the
assumed performance.
• Further development of the FCC software towards a fully functional particle-flow al-
gorithm to combine the tracker and the calorimeter measurements to evaluate the
necessary granularity of the calorimeter system.
Several proposals for research projects on calorimetry and software for future colliders
have been accepted by the CERN EP R&D program which will start providing resources
in January 2020. On top of that expressions of interest for the H2020 Innovation Pilot
(AIDA++) have been submitted, awaiting a funding decision in early 2020. It is crucial that
the effort that has started for the FCC CDR continues to develop the existing concepts into
more solid designs of future experiments. In parallel investigations have started, whether the
presented calorimeter system could be adapted for an electron-positron collider experiment.
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